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A-15-719406-P 

DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Other Civil Filings (Petition) 
	

COURT MINUTES 
	

June 05, 2015 

A-15-719406-P 
	

In the Matter of the Petition of 
Catherine Ramsey  

June 05, 2015 
	

9:30 AM 
	

Minute Order 

HEARD BY: Denton, Mark R. 	 COURTROOM: RJC Courtroom 12A 

COURT CLERK: Marwanda Knight 

RECORDER: 

REPORTER: 

PARTIES 
PRESENT: 

JOURNAL ENTRIES 

- None. Minute Order only - no hearing held. 

BEING a member of Nevada s Commission on Judicial Discipline, and given that significant issues 
involved in this case relate to the role of such Commission, and not wanting to appear to be acting in 
a dual role or to be acting on behalf of the Commission, the Court hereby RECUSES and directs that 
this case be reassigned at random. Canon 2, Rule 2.11(A). 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 
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A-15-719406-P 

DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Other Civil Filings (Petition) 
	

COURT MINUTES 
	

June 18, 2015 

A-15-719406-P 
	

In the Matter of the Petition of 
Catherine Ramsey  

June 18, 2015 
	

8:30 AM 
	

All Pending Motions 

HEARD BY: Johnson, Eric 
	 COURTROOM: RJC Courtroom 10D 

COURT CLERK: Linda Skinner 

RECORDER: 

REPORTER: Amber Riggio 

PARTIES 
PRESENT: Gentile, Dominic P. 

Gordon, Richard C. 
McCarty, Colleen E. 
Miller, Ross J. 

Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 

JOURNAL ENTRIES 

- PETITIONER'S EMERGENCY PETITION FOR INJUNCTION... RESPONDENTS BETTY 
HAMILTON, MICHAEL WILLIAM MORENO AND BOB BORGERSEN'S OPPOSITION TO 
EMERGENCY PETITION FOR INJUNCTION/EMERGENCY MOTION UNDER NRS 295.104 (4); 
COUNTERMOTION FOR SANCTIONS PURSUANT TO EDCR 7.60 (B) 

Arguments by Mr. Mueller and Mr. Miller in support of their respective positions. Mr. Mueller 
argued that he feels this is a complaint; that the City Clerk had 5 days to call for a hearing. Mr. Miller 
feels this Petition was not properly filed and after argument, indicated there are enough signatures to 
remove Judge Ramsey, however, she will remain on the bench during this process, so she is not 
prejudiced. Arguments by Mr. Gordon. 

Arguments by Mr. Mueller and Mr. Miller as to consolidation between this case and a case in Dept. 1. 
COURT ORDERED, the matter of consolidation is UNDER ADVISEMENT. Further, if this Court 
decides to consolidate the cases, it will then determine constitutionality. 

Continued arguments by Mr. Miller, Mr. Mueller and Mr. Gordon. Court advised it will issue 
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A-15-719406-P 

something no later than Monday. 
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A-15-719406-P 

DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Other Civil Filings (Petition) 
	

COURT MINUTES 
	

June 29, 2015 

A-15-719406-P In the Matter of the Petition of 
Catherine Ramsey  

  

June 29, 2015 
	

9:00 AM 
	

Hearing 

HEARD BY: Johnson, Eric 	 COURTROOM: RJC Courtroom 10D 

COURT CLERK: Phyllis Irby 

RECORDER: 

REPORTER: Amber Riggio 

PARTIES 
PRESENT: Byrne, Patrick G. 

Gordon, Richard C. 
McCarty, Colleen E. 
Miller, Ross J. 
Mueller, Craig A 

Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 

JOURNAL ENTRIES 

- Testimony and exhibits presented. Following argument of counsel. COURT ORDERED, MATTER 
CONTINUED. 

7-02-15 1:00 PM HEARING (DEPT. XX) 
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A-15-719406-P 

DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Other Civil Filings (Petition) 
	

COURT MINUTES 
	

July 02, 2015 

A-15-719406-P In the Matter of the Petition of 
Catherine Ramsey  

  

July 02, 2015 
	

1:00 PM 
	

Hearing 

HEARD BY: Johnson, Eric 
	

COURTROOM: RJC Courtroom 10D 

COURT CLERK: Linda Skinner 

RECORDER: Susan Dolorfino 

REPORTER: 

PARTIES 
PRESENT: Goldstein, Steven M. 

Gordon, Richard C. 
Ivie, Daniel 
McCarty, Colleen E. 
Miller, Ross J. 
Mueller, Craig A 
Ramsey, Catherine 

Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 
Attorney 
Petitioner 

JOURNAL ENTRIES 

- Prior to hearing, Mr. Mueller provided documents based on the testimony by Mr. Pruesch. 
Arguments by Mr. Miller and Mr. Gordon. Exclusionary rule invoked. Hearing continued. 
Testimony and exhibits presented (see worksheets). Closing arguments by Mr. Mueller and Mr. 
Miller. Court stated its FINDINGS and ORDERED, the Petition for Emergency Injunction, treating it 
as first a complaint for alleging a violation of Judge Ramsey's constitutional rights concerning the 
recall is DENIED and DENIED the Injunction. FURTHER, as to the separate complaint challenging 
the sufficiency of the petition process, Court FINDS the eight causes of action are not sufficient to 
undermine the Petition and DENIED the complaint. Court advised it would prepare a written Order 
by Monday, July 6th. Mr. Mueller requested a stay to file an appeal. Statements by Mr. Miller as to 
the call for a special election and requested this also be addressed in the Court's Order including that 
the Clerk is to issue a call for a special election within10-20 days and that the election be held no later 
than August 25th. Statements by Mr. Gordon. Arguments by counsel as to the stay. Court advised it 
was inclined to Deny a stay, however, directed counsel to submit a Motion. 
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A-15-719406-P 

CLERK'S NOTE: The documents presented prior to the hearing reconvening, were never marked for 
evidence, offered or admitted. is 
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EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT CLERK'S OFFICE 

NOTICE OF DEFICIENCY 
ON APPEAL TO NEVADA SUPREME COURT 

CRAIG A. MUELLER, ESQ. 
600 S. EIGHTH ST. 
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101 

DATE: July 20, 2015 
CASE: A719406 C/W A719651 

RE CASE: HONORABLE CATHERINE RAMSEY NORTH LAS VEGAS MUNICIPAL JUDGE 
vs. THE CITY OF NORTH LAS VEGAS; BARBARA A. ANDOLINA, City Clerk of NORTH LAS 

VEGAS; BETTY HAMILTON, MICHAEL WILLIAM MORENO, and BOB BORGERSEN, 
individually and a Members of "REMOVE RAMSEY NOW" 

NOTICE OF APPEAL FILED: July 16, 2015 

YOUR APPEAL HAS BEEN SENT TO THE SUPREME COURT. 

PLEASE NOTE: DOCUMENTS NOT TRANSMITTED HAVE BEEN MARKED: 

• $250 — Supreme Court Filing Fee (Make Check Payable to the Supreme Court)** 
If the $250 Supreme Court Filing Fee was not submitted along with the original Notice of Appeal, it must be 
mailed directly to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court Filing Fee will not be forwarded by this office if 
submitted after the Notice of Appeal has been filed. 

111 	$24 — District Court Filing Fee (Make Check Payable to the District Court)** 

E $500 — Cost Bond on Appeal (Make Check Payable to the District Court)** 
- NRAP 7: Bond For Costs On Appeal in Civil Cases 

▪ Case Appeal Statement 
- NRAP 3 (a)(1), Form 2 

111 	Order 

111 	Notice of Entry of Order 

NEVADA RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE 3 (a) (3) states: 

"The district court clerk must file appellant's notice of appeal despite perceived deficiencies in the notice, including the failure to 
pay the district court or Supreme Court filing fee. The district court clerk shall apprise appellant of the deficiencies in 
writing,  and shall transmit the notice of appeal to the Supreme Court in accordance with subdivision (e) of this Rule with a 
notation to the clerk of the Supreme Court setting forth the deficiencies. Despite any deficiencies in the notice of appeal, the clerk 
of the Supreme Court shall docket the appeal in accordance with Rule 12." 

Please refer to Rule 3 for an explanation of any possible deficiencies. 
Per District Court Administrative Order 2012-01, in regards to civil litigants, "...all Orders to Appear in Forma Pauperis expire one year from 

the date of issuance." You must reapply for in Forma Pauperis status. 



Certification of Copy 
State of Nevada --t 

County of Clark I 
SS: 

I, Steven D. Grierson, the Clerk of the Court of the Eighth Judicial District Court, Clark County, State of 
Nevada, does hereby certify that the foregoing is a true, full and correct copy of the hereinafter stated 
original document(s): 

NOTICE OF APPEAL; DISTRICT COURT DOCKET ENTRIES; CIVIL 
COVER SHEET; DECISION & ORDER; NOTICE OF ENTRY OF ORDER; DISTRICT COURT 
MINUTES; EXHIBITS LIST; NOTICE OF DEFICIENCY 

HONORABLE CATHERINE RAMSEY 
NORTH LAS VEGAS MUNICIPAL JUDGE, 

Plaintiff(s), 

VS. 

THE CITY OF NORTH LAS VEGAS; 
BARBARA A. ANDOLINA, City Clerk of 
NORTH LAS VEGAS; BETTY HAMILTON, 
MICHAEL WILLIAM MORENO, and BOB 
BORGERSEN, individually and a Members of 
"REMOVE RAMSEY NOW", 

Defendant(s), 

Case No: A719406 
Consolidated with A719651 

Dept No: XX 

now on file and of record in this office. 

IN WITNESS THEREOF, I have hereunto 
Set my hand and Affixed the seal of the 
Court at my office. Las Vegas, Nevada 
This 20 day ofJuly 2015. 

Steven D. Grierson, Clerk of the Court 

Heather Ungermann. Deputy Clerk 



Electronically Filed
Jul 21 2015 03:14 p.m.
Tracie K. Lindeman
Clerk of Supreme Court
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DEPARTMENT 20 

CASE SUMMARY 
CASE NO. A-15-719406-P 

In the Matter of the Petition of 
Catherine Ramsey 

Location: Department 20 
Judicial Officer: Johnson, Eric 

Filed on: 06/04/2015 
Case Number History: 
Cross-Reference Case A719406 

Number: 

CASE INFORMATION 

Related Cases 
A-15-719651-C (Consolidated) 

DATE 

Current Case Assignment 

Case Number 
Court 
Date Assigned 
Judicial Officer 

Case Type: Other Civil Filings (Petition) 

Case Flags: Consolidated - Lead Case 
Appealed to Supreme Court 

CASE ASSIGNMENT 

A-15-719406-P 
Department 20 
06/08/2015 
Johnson, Eric 

PARTY INFORMATION 

Petitioner 

Respondent 

Ramsey, Catherine 

Andolina, Barbara A 

Borgersen, Bob 

Hamilton, Betty 

Moreno, Michael Williams 

North Las Vegas City of 

Lead Attorneys 
Mueller, Craig A 

Retained 
702-382-1200(W) 

Byrne, Patrick G. 
Retained 

702-784-5200(W) 

Gentile, Dominic P. 
Retained 

702-880-0000(W) 

Gentile, Dominic P. 
Retained 

702-880-0000(W) 

Gentile, Dominic P. 
Retained 

702-880-0000(W) 

Byrne, Patrick G. 
Retained 

702-784-5200(W) 

DATE 
	

EVENTS & ORDERS OF THE COURT 
	

INDEX 

06/04/2015 Notice of Motion 
Filed By: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Notice ofMotion Emergency Petition for Injunction 

06/04/2015 	Case Opened 

06/04/2015 
	

Petition 

Filed by: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Emergency Petition for Injunction 
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DEPARTMENT 20 

CASE SUMMARY 
CASE NO. A-15-719406-P 

06/05/2015 

06/05/2015 

06/05/2015 

06/05/2015 

06/08/2015 

06/08/2015 

06/08/2015 

06/08/2015 

06/08/2015 

06/12/2015 

06/15/2015 

06/16/2015 

06/16/2015 

06/17/2015 

Initial Appearance Fee Disclosure 
Filed By: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Initial Appearance Fee Disclosure 

Minute Order (9:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Denton, Mark R.) 

Notice of Department Reassignment 
Notice ofDepartment Reassignment 

Notice of Change of Hearing 
Notice of Change of Hearing 

0 Opposition and Countermotion 
Filed By: Respondent Hamilton, Betty 
Opposition to Emergency Petition for Injunction/ Emergency Motion Under NRS 295.104(4) 
and Countermotion for Sanctions Pursuant to EDCR 7.60(B) 

Initial Appearance Fee Disclosure 
Filed By: Respondent Hamilton, Betty 
Initial Appearance Fee 

0 Peremptory Challenge 
Party: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Plaintiff's Peremptory Challenge of Judge 

Notice of Department Reassignment 
Party: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Notice ofDepartment Reassignment 

Media Request and Order 
Party: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Media Request and Order Allowing Camera Access to Court Proceedings. 

Joinder 
Filed By: Respondent North Las Vegas City of 
The City of North Las Vegas and Barbara A. Andolina City Clerk's Partial Joinder to 
Respondents' Opposition to Emergency Petition for Injunction 

Media Request and Order 
Media Request And Order Allowing Camera Access To Court Proceedings 

Ex Parte Motion 
Filed By: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Ex Parte Motion to Request an Expedited Hearing Pursuant to NRS 295.210(4) Upon an 
Order Shortening Time 

Ex Parte Motion 
Filed By: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Ex Parte Motion to Request an Expedited Hearing Pursuant to NRS 295.210(4) Upon an 
Order Shortening Time 

Opposition to Motion 
Filed By: Respondent North Las Vegas City of 
The City of North Las Vegas and Barbara A. Andolina City Clerk's Opposition to Ex Parte 
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DEPARTMENT 20 

CASE SUMMARY 
CASE NO. A-15-719406-P 

Motion to Request an Expedited Hearing Pursuant to NRS 295.210(4) Upon an Order 
Shortening Time 

06/18/2015 	Motion (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Johnson, Eric) 
Events: 06/04/2015 Notice of Motion 
Petitioner's Emergency Petition for Injunction 

06/18/2015 

06/23/2015 

06/25/2015 

06/25/2015 

06/26/2015 

06/26/2015 

06/26/2015 

06/27/2015 

06/29/2015 

07/06/2015 

Opposition and Countermotion (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Johnson, Eric) 
Events: 06/08/2015 Opposition and Countermotion 
Respondents Betty Hamilton, Michael William Moreno and Bob Borgersen's Opposition to 
Emergency Petition for Injunction/ Emergency Motion Under NRS 295.104(4); Countermotion 
for Sanctions Pursuant to EDCR 7.60(B) 

0 All Pending Motions (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Johnson, Eric) 

4, Reply to Opposition 
Filed by: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Petitioner Catherine Ramse's Reply to Opposition to Hamilton, Moreno and Borgersen's 
Opposition to Emergency Petition for Injunction and Countermotion for Sanctions and the 
City of North Las Vegas and Barnara Andolina's Partial Joinder to Respondents Opposition to 
Emergency Petition 

Order Granting 
Order Granting Consolidation of Actions Pursuant to Nevada Rule of Civil Procedure 42(a) 

Answer to Complaint 
Filed by: Respondent North Las Vegas City of 
The City of North Las Vegas and Barbara A. Andolina City Clerk's Answer to Plaintiff 
Catherine Ramsey, North Las Vegas Municipal Judge's Complaint 

List of Witnesses 
Filed By: Respondent Hamilton, Betty 
Defendant's List of Witnesses and Exhibits 

Motion to Continue 
Filed By: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Petitioner Catherine Ramsey's Motion to Continue The Evidentiary Hearing 

, Supplement 
Filed by: Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Petitioner Catherine Ramsey's Supplement to Arguments Made in Support of the Emergency 
Petition for Injunction 

l44 Motion in Limine 
The City of North Las Vegas and Barbara A. Andolina City Clerk's Motion In Limine to 
Exclude Any References to Irrelevant, Inflammatory, Prejudicial or Cumulative Evidence 

Joinder to Motion in Limine 
Defendants' Joinder in The City of North Las Vegas and Barbara A. Andolina City Clerk's 
Motion In Limine to Exclude Any References to Irrelevant, Inflammatory, Prejudicial or 
Cumulative Evidence 

_ Hearing (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Johnson, Eric) 
06/29/2015, 07/02/2015 

Decision and Order 

06/18/2015 

06/19/2015 
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DEPARTMENT 20 

CASE SUMMARY 
CASE NO. A-15-719406-P 

07/07/2015 

07/16/2015 

Decision and Order 

Notice of Entry of Order 
Filed By: Respondent Hamilton, Betty 
Notice ofEntty of Order 

Notice of Appeal 

DATE 
	

FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

Petitioner Ramsey, Catherine 
Total Charges 	 720.00 
Total Payments and Credits 	 720.00 
Balance Due as of 7/20/2015 

	
0.00 

Respondent Borgersen, Bob 
Total Charges 	 30.00 
Total Payments and Credits 	 30.00 
Balance Due as of 7/20/2015 

	
0.00 

Respondent Hamilton, Betty 
Total Charges 	 223.00 
Total Payments and Credits 	 223.00 
Balance Due as of 7/20/2015 

	
0.00 

Respondent Moreno, Michael Williams 
Total Charges 	 30.00 
Total Payments and Credits 	 30.00 
Balance Due as of 7/20/2015 

	
0.00 
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CIVIL COVER SHEET A-15-719406—P 
Dept XIII 

 

Clark  County, Nevada 
Case No. 

 

 

(Assigned by Clerk's Office) 

 

    

I. Party Information 
Plaintiff(s) (name/address/phone): Catherine Ramsey 

c/o Craig A. Mueller 

Attorney (name/address/phone): 

Craig Mueller 

Mueller, Hinds &Associates 

600 S. 8th  Street 

Las Vegas, NV 89101 702-382-1200 

Defendant(s) (name/address/phone). City Clerk of North Las Vegas 

2250 Las Vegas Blvd North 

North Las Vegas, NV 89030 

702-633-1030 

Bob Borgerson 

7617 Island Rail Dr. 

North Las Vegas 89084 

Betty Hamilton 

1516 Logan Valley Lane 

North Las Vegas, NV 89081 

Michael William Moreno 

3937 Fuselier Drive 

North Las Vegas, NV 89084 

(702)594-3515 

Attorney (name/address/phone): 

unknown 

II. Nature of Controversy (Please check applicable bold category and 
applicable subcategory, if appropriate)  

Arbitration Requested 

 

Civil Cases 

 

Real Property Torts 

o Landlord/Tenant 

O Unlawful Detainer 

El Title to Property 

ID Foreclosure 
El Liens 
• Quiet Title 
D Specific Performance 

0 Condemnation/Eminent Domain 

El Other Real Property 

O Partition 
Planning/Zoning 

Negligence 
D Negligence — Auto 

CI Negligence — Medical/Dental 

0 Negligence — Premises Liability 
(Slip/Fall) 

0 Negligence — Other 

0 Product Liability 

O Product Liability/Motor Vehicle 
El Other Torts/Product Liability 

0 Intentional misconduct 
D Torts/Defamation (Libel/Slander) 

Interfere with Contract Rights 

CI Employment Torts (Wrongful termination) 

CI Other Torts 
D Anti-trust 
El Fraud/Misrepresentation 
ID insurance 
ID Legal Tort 
DI Unfair Competition 

Nevada AOC Planning and Analysis Division 	 Form PA 201 
Rev. 2.3E 



Probate 
	

Other Civil Filing Types 

D Summary Administration 

LI General Administration 

C Special Administration 

D Set Aside Estates 

D Trust/Conservatorships 

O Individual Trustee 
O Corporate Trustee 

0 Other Probate 

12 Construction Defect 

O Chapter 40 
▪ General 

ID Breach of Contract 
ID Building & Construction 
D Insurance Carrier 
O Commercial Instrument 
LI Other Contracts/Acct/Judgment 
O Collection of Actions 
D Employment Contract 
D Guarantee 
O Sale Contract 
O Uniform Commercial Code 

Civil Petition for Judicial Review 
D Other Administrative Law 
D Department of Motor Vehicles 
LI Worker's Compensation Appeal 

D Appeal from Lower Court (also check 

applicable civil case box) 

D Transfer from Justice Court 
12 Justice Court Civil Appeal 

0 Civil Writ 
O Other Special Proceeding 

O Other Civil Filing 
ID Compromise of Minor's Claim 
O Conversion of Property 
O Damage to Property 
O Employment Security 
O Enforcement of Judgment 
O Foreign Judgment — Civil 
O Other Personal Property 
D Recovery of Property 
O Stockholder Suit 
0-Eftheretvii -Ntatters- 

HI. Business Court Requested (Please check applicable category; for Clark or Washoe Counties only) 

o NRS Chapters 78-88 
O Commodities (NRS 90) 
O Securities (NRS 90) 

O Investments (NRS 104 Art. 8) 
ID Deceptive Trade Practices (NRS 598) 
O Trademarks (NRS 600A) 

O Enhanced Case Mgmt/Business 
O Other Business Court Matters 

06/03/2015 

Date 
	

Signature of initiating party or representative 

Nevada AOC — Planning and Analysis Division 	 Form PA 201 
Rev. 2.3E 



ORDR 

E 	'H JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

HONORABLE CATHERINE RAMSEY 
NORTH LAS VEGAS MUNICIPAL JUDGE, 

Case No. A-15-719406-P 
Electronically Filed 

Dept. No. XX 
	07/06/2015 04:23:07 PM 

Consolidated with: 
A-15-719651-C kketo664-*1---  

THE CITY OF NORTH LAS VEGAS AND 
BARBARA A. ANDOLINA CITY CLERK OF 

NORTH LAS VEGAS, BETTY HAMILTON, 
MICHAEL WILLIAM MORENO, AND BOB 
BORGERSEN, INDIVIDUALLY AND AS 

MEMBERS OF "REMOVE RAMSEY NOW", 

CLERK OF THE COURT 

DECISION & ORDER 

10 

Respondents/Defendants. 

DECISION & ORDER  

THIS MATTER came before the Court for oral argument on Petitioner/Plaintiff s 

Emergency Petition for Injunction, A-15-719406-P, on June 118,2015. On June 23, 2015, the Court 

consolidated this action with Petitioner/Plaintiff s Complaint, A-15-719651-C. The,Court held a 

hearing on both matters on June 29, 2015 and July 2, 2015. Appearing on behalf of 

Petitioner/Plaintiff HONORABLE CATHERINE RAMSEY NORTH LAS VEGAS MUNICIPAL 

JUDGE was CRAIG A. MUELLER, ESQ., of the law firm of MUELLER, HINDS & 

ASSOCIATES; appearing on behalf of Respondents/Defendants BETTY HAMILTON, MICHAEL 

WILLIAM MORENO and BOB BORGERSEN was DOMINIC P. GENTILE, ESQ., ROSS J. 

MILLER, ESQ. and COLLEEN E. MCCARTY, ESQ., of the law firm of GENTILE, CRISTALLI, 

MILLER, ARMEN1 & SAVARESE; and appearing on behalf of Respondents/Defendants the CITY 

OF NORTH LAS VEGAS and BARBARA ANDOLINA was RICHARD C. GORDON, ESQ., 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

ERIC JOIINSON 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
DEPARTMENT XX 



1 	PATRICK E. BYRNE, ESQ., and DANIEL IVIE, ESQ of the law firm of SNELL & WILMER. 

2 	This Court having considered all related pleadings, documents, and the arguments of counsel, makes 

3 	the following findings of facts and conclusions of law. 

4 	I. EMERGENCY PETITION FOR INJUNCTION AND FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION  

5 	A. Resolution of Procedural Issues With Petition for Injunction 

6 	As the Court noted at the first hearing in this matter on June 18, 2015, Petitioner/Plaintiff 

7 	[hereinafter Plaintiff] filed her Emergency Petition for Injunction under NRS 295.105(4) and NRS 

8 	33.010. However, NRS 295.105 does not concern petitions for recall, but rather, those for ballot 

9 	questions or referendums for municipalities. Consequently, NRS 295.105 does not provide a basis 

10 	for Plaintiff to seek her requested injunctive relief. The proper statutory provision under which 

11 	Plaintiff should have sought relief was NRS 306.040 which specifically concerns recall petitions. 

12 	Additionally, under Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure [NRCP] Rule 3 "[a] civil action is commenced 

13 	by filing a Complaint with the court." NRS 33.010, which provides for the Court to grant injunctive 

14 	relief, states that an injunction may be granted in certain instances after the Plaintiff has filed a 

15 	Complaint or the parties have otherwise initiated litigation. Indeed, both NRS 306.040, addressing 

16 	recall petitions, and NRS 295.105, concerning city ballot initiatives, speak in terms of the 

17 	challenging party filing a complaint to bring the matter before the court. At the hearing, the Court 

18 	questioned whether Plaintiff had properly proceeded in this matter in that she had not filed a 

19 	Complaint to inmate litigation, or set out a proper basis for relief under NRS 295.105. She had only 

20 	filed an Emergency Petition for Injunction, which under NRS 33.010 requires the separate initiation 

21 	of litigation by Complaint. 

22 	At the hearing, Plaintiffs counsel suggested that Judge Ramsey's filing of the single petition 

23 	for injunction without filing a separate Complaint asserting a cause of action was intentional as 

24 	counsel did not see the reason or need to file two documents when one would be sufficient if it 

ERIC JOHNSON 
DISTEJCT JUDGE 
DEPARTMENT XX 2 



provided all the necessary allegations and demands to satisfy the purposes of the NRCP. Plaintiff 

asked the Court to construe the "Petition for Injunction" as both a Complaint initiating litigation and 

a separate motion for injunctive relief although not labeled as such. Plaintiff further argued that 

while the statutory basis for her action may be incorrect, her petition for injunction sets forth a 

sufficient statement of facts and law to allege a violation of her Nevada Constitutional rights as a 

judge and state her desired injunctive relief, meeting the requirements of NRCP 8(a). NRCP 8(a) 

requires, "[a] pleading which sets forth a claim for relief, whether an original claim.. .shall contain 

(1) a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief, and (2) a 

demand for judgment for the relief the pleader seeks." 

Although at the hearing held on June 18, 2015, Respondents/Defendants [hereinafter 

Defendants] in the instant matter also questioned Plaintiff's procedural approach, they expressed 

they were willing to allow the Court to construe Judge Ramsey's filing in a manner which would 

allow this Court to rule on the underlying constitutional issue of whether a judge could be recalled 

under the Nevada Constitution. Defendants, however, expressed concern that Plaintiff had also filed 

a separate Complaint under NRS Chapter 306. Plaintiff in her first cause of action of the Complaint 

effectively realleged her contention that the Nevada Constitution does not permit her recall. 

Defendants expressed concern if the Court did not consolidate the two actions under NRCP 42(a), 

Plaintiff would possibly seek "two bites of the apple" on the constitutional question before different 

courts. Plaintiffs counsel would not commit to this Court to treat a decision on the constitutional 

issue as determinative of the issue in Plaintiff's separate action. 

Consequently, to effectuate the interests of the parties and expedite the orderly progression of 

this litigation, the Court will treat Plaintiff's Emergency Petition for Injunction as a Complaint 

alleging a violation of the Nevada Constitution as its cause of action and demanding declarative 

relief. The Court will also treat the petition as a motion for injunction under NRS 33.010. Because 
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of the similarity of issues, the Court previously ordered the consolidation of A-15-719406-P and A-

15-719651-C. This Court is acting appropriately in this instance in view of the parties' assertions of 

either no procedural errors or waiver of any procedural errors, and in view of NRCP 8's underlying 

purpose to ensure that the documents filed to initiate litigation give fair notice of the basis of the 

claim and relief being sought. The parties all clearly indicated they understood the constitutional 

basis of Plaintiff's claim and the declarative relief sought. 

B. Article 2, Section 9 of the Nevada Constitution Allows the Recall of Judges  

Plaintiff contends as a judge, she is not subject to the recall provisions of Article 2, Section 9 

of the Nevada Constitution and she may only be removed from the bench pursuant to Article 6, 

10 	Section 21, providing for the Nevada Commission for Judicial Discipline. To answer this question, 

11 	the Court must first determine whether at the time the legislature and Nevada voters approved 

12 	Article 2, Section 9 in 1912, they understood the term "[e]very public officer" as used in the article 

13 	to include judges. If so, then the Court next must determine whether the legislature and Nevada 

14 	voters understood their passage of Article 6, Section 21 in 1976, creating the Judicial Disciplinary 

15 	Commission, as repealing Nevada citizens' right to recall as to judges. 

16 	The Nevada Constitution Article 2, Section 9, sets out Nevadans' right to recall public officials. 

17 	It provides in relevant part: 

18 	Recall of public officers: Procedure and limitations. Every public officer in the State of 
Nevada is subject, as herein provided, to recall from office by the registered voters of the 

19 

	

	state, or of the county, district, or municipality which he represents. For this purpose, not 
less than twenty-five percent (25%) of the number who actually voted in the state or in the 

20 

	

	county, district, or municipality which he represents, at the election in which he was 
elected, shall file their petition, in the manner herein provided, demanding his recall by the 

21 

	

	people. They shall set forth in said petition, in not exceeding two hundred (200) words, the 
reasons why said recall is demanded. 

22 

23 	This provision of the Nevada Constitution was added by amendment in 1912, as part of a section of 

24 	he Constitution entitled "Suffrage." This indicates that at the time of s adoption, the legislature 
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1 	and voting citizens perceived the amendment to further define Nevada citizens' rights as voters 

2 	generally. The legislature in drafting the amendment did not set out an exclusive list of included 

3 	offices or descriptions of positions. Instead, the legislature passed and Nevada citizens approved an 

4 	amendment which broadly provides for "[e]very public officer" to be subject to recall. The term 

5 	"public officer" is not expressly defined in the Nevada Constitution. In determining whether a judge 

is a "public officer" within Article 2, Section 9, this Court is mindful of the basic interpretive 

7 	principal that the Nevada Constitution should be construed in its ordinary sense unless some 

8 	apparent absurdity or unmistakable interest of its framers forbids such construction. State ex rel. 

9 	Lewis v. Doron, 5 Nev. 399, 411 (1870). Consequently, where the language in the Nevada 

10 	Constitution is plain and not ambiguous, it should be read in those plain and unambiguous terms. 

11 	State ex reL Summerlield v. Clarke, 21 Nev. 333, 337, 31 P. 545 (1982). These principles were 

12 	recently reaffirmed by the Supreme Court in the context of interpreting Article 2, Section 9, in 

13 	Strickland v. Waymire, 126 Nev. Adv. Op. 25, 235 P.3d 605, 608 (2010), explaining "we, like the 

14 	United States Supreme Court, 'are guided by the principle that "[Ole Constitution was written to be 

15 	understood by the voters; its words and phrases were used in their normal and ordinary as 

16 	distinguished from technical meaning." [quoting District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570 

17 	(2008) (quoting United States v. Sprague, 282 U.S. 716, 731 (1931)]. Consequently, the Court must 

18 	first consider whether "public officer," in the normal and ordinary sense of the term, includes a 

19 	judge. 

20 	In this regard, this Court believes an average voter would normally and ordinarily perceive 

21 	the term "[e]very public officer" to include all officials exercising some level public authority, 

22 	inclusive of all executive, legislative and judicial officials. The Court finds support for its 

23 	perception of the normal and ordinary meaning of "every public official" from a variety of sources. 

24 	For example, Merriam-Webster OnLine, whose hardcover dictionary the Nevada Supreme Court 
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referenced in Strickland v. Waymire to assist in determining the ordinary meaning of "number" and 

"actually," 126 Nev. Adv. Op. 25, 235 P.3d at 609 (quoting Webster's New Universal Unabridged 

Dictionary (2d ed. 1996)), defines "public officer" as "a person who has been legally elected or 

appointed to office and who exercises governmental functions." Merriam-Webster OnLine, "Public 

Officer, "(June 28, 2015) www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/public%20officer . Judges are 

officials who are elected or appoint to office and exercise certain governmental functions. Another 

example, the Nevada Supreme Court in its opinion in Nevada Judges Association v. Lau, 112 Nev. 

51, 60, 910 P.2d 898, 904 (1996), indicated that its members generally understood the term "all 

public officials" to typically include judicial officers. In discussing the original language of the 

proposed amendment setting term limits for state and local public officials, the high Court 

referenced how the initiative's language lumped together "all public officials—whether legislative, 

executive or judicial." Id. In its advisory opinion last month, the members of the State of Nevada 

Standing Committee On Judicial Ethics, while not specifically dealing with the definition of "public 

officer" under Article 2, Section 9, clearly indicated that they read the term's general meaning to 

include judges, commenting "under Article 2, Section 9, "sitting judges are subject to recall petition 

and election just as they are subject to regular elections." Advisory Opinion JE.15-011 (May 14, 

2015). Even the legislative history Plaintiff quotes in reference to the Judicial Disciplinary 

Commission supports the view that ordinary voters or legislators understand the term "every public 

officer" to include judicial officers. In the Nevada State Legislature Background Paper 81-8 

JUDICIAL DISCIPLINE, which Plaintiff states was intended to inform members of the legislature 

as to issues relating to judicial discipline, the writer notes: "Because of the shortcomings of 

impeachment, recall and legislative address, the judicial discipline commission was develop to 

handle judicial misconduct." The reference in the quote to shortcomings with recall demonstrates 

that the writer for the background paper understood the Article 2, Section 9's reference to "every 
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1 	public officer" to include judicial officers. Defendants note other sources which also clearly 

2 	understand the term "every public officer" as used in the Nevada Constitutions recall provisions to 

3 	include judicial officers. James J. Alfini, Steven Lubet, Jeffrey M. Shaman, Charles G. Geyh, 

4 	Judicial Conduct and Ethics. 14.06 (5` 11  ed. 2013); National Center for State Courts, Removal of 

5 	Judges, (June 28, 2015) 

6 	www.judicialselection.us/judicial_selection/methods/removal_ofjudges.cfm?state= . While the 

7 	Nevada Supreme Court, Ethics Committee, and other sources noted above were not being 

8 	specifically asked to define public officer or officials in their decisions or writings, their use of the 

9 	term in the manners they did, reinforces this Court's general view that the normal and ordinary 

10 	understanding of the term "[e]very public official" in Article 9, Section 2, includes judicial officers. 

11 	The Nevada Supreme Court has not had the opportunity to consider the question whether a 

12 	judge is a public officer subject to recall. However, the high Court, just three years after the recall 

13 	amendment in 1915 had the opportunity to generally consider what government positions should be 

14 	considered "civil office of profit" as included in Article 4, Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution. In 

15 	State ex rel. Kendall v. Cole, 38 Nev. 215, 148 P. 551 (1915), the Nevada Supreme Court discussed 

16 	at length the concept of a "public office," listing and approving a number of prior court cases from 

17 	different jurisdictions discussing the attributes of a public office as opposed to public employment or 

18 	private office. These approved factors included: 

19 
	

(1) whether the holder of the office is entrusted with some portion of the sovereign 
authority of the state; (2) whether his duties involve the continuous exercise, as part of 

20 

	

	
the regular and permanent administration of the government, of a public power, trust or 
duty; (3) whether his compensation, period of employment and the details of his duties 

21 

	

	are set forth in statute or in the constitution; (4) whether he must take the oath of public 
office pursuant to Nev. C'onst. art. 15, sec. 2; and (5) whether he must keep a record of 

22 
	

his official acts. 

23 	1987 Nev. Op. Atty. Gen. No. 7 (March 27, 1987)(citing Kendall, 38 Nev. at 231-232). 

24 	All of these attributes can be found in the position of a judge. Judges take an oath of office, their 
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compensation, terms of office, jurisdiction and general duties are set by law, they exercise some 

portion of the sovereign authority of the state, exercise a public power and trust, and keep records of 

their official acts. 

Plaintiff argues only executive and legislative officers are subject to recall. The fact the 

constitutional provision for recall lies in Article 2 of the Nevada Constitution, concerning citizens' 

suffrage rights, and not in Articles 4 and 5 concerning legislative and executive branches appears to 

belie that suggestion. She also points to N RS 281A.160, a provision of NRS Chapter 281A, which 

concerns Ethics in Government and contains certain provisions generally applicable to public 

officers. NRS 281A.160 defines public officers to exclude judicial officers. She argues that through 

this statute the legislature demonstrated the term "public officer" does not include judicial officers. 

However, the legislature frequently uses general terms in its statutes and then provides specific 

definitions of the term applicable to that statute only. Indeed, in NRS 281A.030, the statute 

expressly states the definitions in NRS 281A.035 through NRS 281A.170 are for the words and 

terms lais used in this chapter," relating to Ethics in Government and not broadly to all statutes and 

the Constitution. As Defendants point out, the Ethics in Government statute logically excludes 

judges because the ethical requirements for judges are set out in the Nevada Code of Judicial 

Conduct and discipline is administered through the Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline and 

Nevada Supreme Court. Consequently, the legislature simply excluded judicial officers from the 

public officers whose ethical requirements are defined in NRS Chapter 281A. What is significant, 

however, is the legislature in excluding judicial officers as "public officials" under NRS Chapter 

281A, must have believed the general understanding of the term public officer would include 

judicial officers; otherwise, there would have been no reason to specifically exclude them in the 

statute. 

Because it finds the constitutional language is clear on its face and not ambiguous and 
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susceptible to two or more reasonable interpretations, this Court has no need to look and consider 

anything beyond the language of Article 2 Section 9. Strickland v. Waymire, 126 Nev. Adv. Op. 25, 

235 P.3clat 608. However, this Court also finds persuasive the Attorney General's 1987 opinion's 

detailed analysis of the historical and legislative background concerning the passage of the recall 

amendment in 1912. This history strongly indicates the amendment was part of the Progressive 

movement at that time which involved, in part, an anti-judicial sentiment. 1987 Nev. Op. Atty. Gen. 

No. 7 (March 27, 1987) (citing Fossey, Meiners v. Bering Strait School District and the Recall of 

Public Officers: A Proposal fin- Legislative Reform, 2 Alaska L. Rev. 41, 42 (1985); Moser, 

Populism A Wisconsin Heritage: Ps Effect on ,Judicial Accountability in the State, 66 Marquette L. 

10 	Rev. 1, 36 (1982); J. Hurst, The Growth of American Law, 360 (1950). Of particular interest to the 

11 	Court are three other western states at that same approximate time passed recall amendments with 

12 	very similar language to Nevada's, allowing for he recall of public officers without any limitation. 

13 	As the Nevada Attorney General pointed out, "[u]nlike Nevada, in Arizona, Colorado, and Oregon, 

14 	their recall provisions have been subjected to judicial scrutiny. In all three of the states, the courts 

15 	have held that judges are public officers subject to recall pursuant to their constitution. Abbey v. 

16 	Green, 235 P. 150 (Ariz. 1925); Marians v. People ex rel. Hines, 169 P. 155 (Colo. 1917); State ex 

17 	rel. Clark v. Harris, 144 P. 109 (Ore. 1914)." 1987 Nev. Op. Atty. Gen. No. 7 (March 27, 1987). 

18 	The Court also notes the authorities the Attorney General cites which discuss how the Nevada Bar 

19 	Association, following the lead of the American Bar Association, formally opposed the passage of 

20 	the recall amendment in 1912 because it permitted the recall of judicial officers. Id. (citing the 

21 	Carson City Appeal, July 26, 1912. at 4, col ). Despite the opposition of the Nevada Bar 

22 	Association and the American Bar Association, Nevada voters overwhelmingly approved amending 

23 	the constitution to allow the recall of "[e]very public officer." Id. (citing Secretary of State (William 

24 	D. Swackhamcr), Political History of Nevada, (Carson City: State Printing Office, 1986) at 262). 
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1 	Considering the plain and unambiguous language of Article 2, Section 9, as well as the relevant 

2 	history surrounding the passage of the recall amendment in 1912, the Court finds the term "[e]very 

3 	public officer" used in the article includes judges and the article permits voters to recall a judge. 

4 	The Court now turns to Plaintiffs contention that the legislature and voters in approving 

5 	Article 6, Section 21, in 1976, creating the Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline, either 

6 	intended to limit the removal of judges to proceeding brought under the auspices of the Commission, 

7 	or otherwise enacted a constitutional amendment inconsistent with Article 2, Section 9 and, 

8 	consequently, superseding it. Rea v. City of Reno, 76 Nev. 483, 357 P.2d 585, 587 (1960) (if 

9 	provisions of the Constitution are inconsistent with each other, the provision adopted later is 

10 	controlling). 

11 	Plaintiff initially contends Article 6, Section 21 of the Nevada Constitution, providing for 

12 	judicial discipline, was intended by the legislature and voters through its drafting and passage to be 

13 	the sole mechanism for removal of judges. However, neither the language of the amendment nor the 

14 	ballot explanation provided at the time of its passage in 1976 express that Nevada's voters are giving 

15 	up their right to recall their judges by approval of the amendment. The legislature could have easily 

16 	made such provisions in the amendment's language to modify Article 2, Section 9, if that was its 

17 	intent. If the legislature and voters in 1976 intended by the passage of Article 6, Section 21 to 

18 	eliminate the right to recall judges under Article 2, Section 9, this Court "would expect a direct state 

19 	and express language to that effect." Strickland v. Waymire, 126 Nev. Adv. Op. 25, 235 P.3d at 611 

20 	(2010) (citing 3 Norman J. Singer & J.D. Shambie Singer, Sutherland Statutory Construction 58:3, 

21 	at 114-15 (7 61  ed. 2008). Nowhere in the ballot explanation does it suggest, much less clearly state, 

22 	that voters in approving the amendment are rnodifying Article 2, Section 9, and surrendering their 

23 	right to recall judges. Nevada Secretary of State, Constitutional Amendments to he Voted Upon in 

24 	State of Nevada at General Election, November 2, 1976, at 16-17 (1976). 
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The amendment creating the judicial disciplinary commission is not inconsistent with the 

constitutional provisions providing for recall of public officers. Article 6, Section 21, like 

impeachment as provided in Article 7, Section 2, provides for discipline of judges for misdemeanor 

or malfeasance while in office. Article 2, Section 9, in providing voters the right to recall a public 

officer, does not require any allegation of misfeasance, nonfeasance or malfeasance. All that is 

demanded is the voters seeking recall of an official state a reason. "The merit of that reason as 

grounds for removal is for the electorate to determine„.." Batchelor v. Eighth Judicial Dist. Court, 

81 Nev. 629, 633, 408 P.2d 239, 632 (1965). Consequently, recall provides a separate basis 

independent of the disciplinary function of the judicial disciplinary commission to remove a judge. 

As the Nevada Attorney General in his 1987 advisory opinion pointed out: 

we are of the opinion that Nev. Const. art. 6, sec. 21 is not applicable to our analysis of 
whether a district judge is a public officer subject to recall, since the provisions of art. 
2, sec. 9 and art. 6, sec. 21 are not inconsistent. See Rea v. City of Reno, 76 Nev. 483, 
488, 357 P.2d 585 (1960). In contrast to a disciplinary action, there need not exist a 
good reason for recall of a public officer, nor is there a requirement that cause be 
shown. The merit of the recall petition is for the people to decide. Batchelor v. Eighth 
Judicial District Court, 81 Nev. 629, 408 P.2d 239 (1965). 

1987 Nev. Op. Atty. Gcn. No. 7 (March 27, 1987). 

Plaintiff argues that NRS 1.440(1) clearly demonstrates that the legislature has interpreted 

the amendment creating the Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline to eliminate the voters' right 

to recall judges. This section reads: "The Commission has exclusive jurisdiction over the public 

censure, removal, involuntary retirement and other discipline of judges which is coextensive with its 

jurisdiction over justices of the Supreme Court and must be exercised in the same manner and under 

the same rules." In Halverson v. Hardcastle, 123 Nev. 245, 263, 163 P.3d 428, 441 (2007) the 

Nevada Supreme Court stated "{u]nder the Nevada Constitution, the judicial discipline commission 

exercises exclusive jurisdiction over the formal discipline of judges which may include censure, 

removal, and retirement." NRS 1.440 only provides for the Commission to have exclusive 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

jurisdiction over the "discipline" ofj dges. Likewise, in Halverson, the Supreme Court stated only 

the judicial discipline commission has exclusive jurisdiction over the "formal discipline" of judges, 

which could amount to removal of the judge from his or her position. The voters' right to recall 

extends to virtually any reason a sufficient number of voters believes would justify removal of a 

public official. Consequently, recall is not definitively a form of "discipline". Consequently, as 

d above, Article 6, Section 21 and NRS 1.440 are not inconsistent with the right to recall in 

Article 2, Section 9, and neither limits the voters right to recall judges. Moreover, the Nevada 

Supreme Court in Halverson seemed to recognize that the Commission does not possess the sole 

authority or means to remove a judge. in stating juinder the Nevada Constitution, the Judicial 

Discipline Commission exercises exclusive jurisdiction over the formal discipline of judges," the 

Supreme Court provided a lengthy citation to Article 6, Section 21, and court cases discussing the 

n ept of exclusive jurisdiction, but then at the end of the citation added: "But see Nev. Const. art. 

9; id art. 7, § 2; NRS 3.092 (providing for the voluntary retirement of district court judges for 

petinanent physical or mental incapacitation from performing the duties of office, regardless of 

age)." Id. at n. 37. 

Plaintiff argues public policy considerations support finding that judges should not be subject 

ecall and put at risk of being influenced by public opinion and electoral pressures. Whether 

judges should be subject to election and, consequently, subject to removal by voters is a debate 

various states have answered in different ways. Nevada voters have, on more than one occasion, 

considered and rejected constitutional amendments providing for the initial appointment of judges 

with subsequent retention votes by the electorate. Nevada citizens plainly want the right to elect 

their judges and their history also strongly suggests they want be able to recall them. The Court 

finds no reason to doubt the wisdom of Nevada citizens having the right to recall their judges. 

Nevada citizens have not abused this privilege and this State's history demonstrates they appreciate 

S 
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10 

11 

12 

3 

the significance of this responsibility. As Plaintiff notes, in Nevada's 150-year history, voters have 

2 	never recalled a judge. Rather than demonstrate that judges should not be subject to recall, this fact 

demonstrates Nevada voters are prudent and considerate in exercising their right to recall and not 

4 	subject to political whims and frivolous causes. Indeed, the approval of the recall petition in this 

5 	matter does not mean that Plaintiff will ultimately be recalled. Voters will be asked to consider the 

6 	reasons for recalling Plaintiff and decide whether the reasons are sufficient to recall her. Voters can 

7 	reject or accept those reasons as they, in their insight, believe is right. This is their right under the 

8 	Nevada Constitution and this Court sees no basis to alter that because of fears of frivolous political 

9 	winds, fears for which there are no factual basis. As the Supreme Court stated in Batchelor: 

'All political power is inherent in the people. Government is instituted for the 
protection, security and benefit of the people; and they have the right to alter or reform 
the same whenever the public good may require it.' Nevada Constitution, Art 1, § 2.. In 
theory, a public officer need not fear recall if the reason given therefor is frivolous. In 
such case the required number of signatures on the petition to force an election should 
not be obtained and, if perchance, the required number of signatures is obtained, an 
intelligent, informed electorate reading the reason printed on the ballot as required, will 
not vote to recall him. Our governmental scheme dignifies the people; a treasured 
heritage, indeed. The provision for recall is but one example. We shall not intrude upon 
the people's prerogative. 

15 

The Court denies and dismisses Plaintiffs Petition/Complaint seeking a declaratory 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

judgment that judicial officers are not subject to recall pursuant to Article 2, Section 9 of the Nevada 

Constitution, and it finds judges are public officers subject to recall under the provision of that 

section. Consequently, the Court denies Plaintiff's Petition/Motion for injunction to stop the recall 

petition of Judge Ramsey. Further, the Court dismisses Plaintiffs first cause of action of her 

Complaint which contends she is not subject to recall under NRS 306.020 because the term "public 

official" does not include judges, the Court finds NRS 306.020 was passed to aid in implementing 

the voters' right to recall pursuant to Article 2, Section 9, and the term "[e]very public official" used 

in NRS 306.020 does include judges as subject to recall. 

 

14 

16 
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II. SECOND AND THIRD CAUSES OF ACTION  

Plaintiff in her Second Cause of Action makes the following assertions: 1) 2,549 signers of 

the petitions failed to provide their addresses as required by NRS 306.020(3)(a); 2) 102 signers of 

the petitions failed to include a date it was signed as required by NRS 306.020(3)(a) 1 ; 3) over 295 

signatures on the petitions are duplicative and should not be counted under NRS 306.020(3)(a); and 

4) the petitions include over 295 instances where one person signed for multiple persons in a 

household and those signatures should not be counted under NRS 306,020(3)(a). In Plaintiff's Third 

Cause of Action, she asserts the words "Recall Petition" are not in 10 pt bold type above at least 40 

of the signatures on the petitions. 

A. Substantial Compliance with the Recall Petition Statutes  

At the hearing on this matter on June 29, 2015, Plaintiff did not provide any listing or 

tabulation of specific signatures she challenged for any of the alleged inadequacies noted above. 

The Court found its own review of the petitions it was the rare exception when a signature was not 

accompanied by a signer's address. The Court inquired of Plaintiff's counsel how Judge Ramsey 

determined 2,549 of the signers of the petition failed to include their address. Plaintiff's counsel in 

response explained that generally the signers' addresses did not include their zip codes and Plaintiff 

treated such addresses as incomplete. This Court finds a signer's failure to include a zip code did 

not invalidate his or her address. The statute only requires the address of the signer and does not 

specifically require the providing ol' a zip code. A zip code is a postal code used by the U.S. Postal 

Service to enhance its ability to quickly route mail to the areas where they should be delivered. 

Even if a letter does not include a zip code, the U.S. Postal Service will deliver the mail to the 

address on the letter. The statute's purpose in requiring an address is to assist the Election 

Plaintiff incorrectly cites NRS 306,020(3)(d)1. However, that sec.tion concerns the inclusion on the petition of the date 
the notice of intent to recall is filed. NRS 306.020(3)(a) concerns the requirement that the signer include the date he or 
she signs the petition, 
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Department in identifying the person who signed the petition and determining if he or she was a 

registered voter in the proper district. This purpose is accomplished by a signer providing his or her 

street address and no need exists for the signer to include a zip code. Plaintiff at the hearing 

introduced no other evidence or made any other argument concerning the failure of signers to 

provide their addresses. The Court finds Plaintiff's challenge to the petitions is not substantiated. 

Likewise, at the hearing, the Court asked Plaintiffs counsel to explain his challenge that 40 

signatures did not have the words "Recall Petition in 10 pt bold type immediately above them. 

Counsel explained Plaintiff had found a number of signatures where the signers had signed in the 

space designated for "Print Your Name' and then printed their names in the space designated for 

signature. Counsel argued, because the words "Recall Petition -  were printed on the petition form at 

the top of each space on the form designated for signature and the space for "Print Your Name was 

located on the form above the space for signature, 1 en a signersigned in the "Print Your Name" 

space, the words "Recall Petition" were not immediately above his or her signature. 

Plaintiff called Mark Preusch, a private investigator she hired to review the petitions in this 

matter. Mr. Preusch testified he had reviewed the petitions and found 117 instances where the signer 

had failed to include the date he or she signed the petition and124 occasions where the signer had 

dated the petition in the wrong location. Defendants in turn called Monica Eisenman who was a 

supervisor of the verification of random sample signatures. She testified that in verifying a signature 

where a date was not included, the Clark County Election Department employees would look at 

surrounding signatures and the date or dates they were sinned to determine the approximate missing 

date. 

In Cleland v. Eighth .Judicial District Cowl, 92 Nev. 454, 552 P.2d 488, 489-90 (1976), a 

public official subject to a recall petition challenged the petition, claiming it did not strictly adhere to 

the requirements of NRS Chapter 306. The Nevada Supreme Court noted it had previously held that 
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"recall statutes should be liberally construed with a view toward promoting the purpose for which 

they are enacted." Id. The high Court concluded: "Wc find the rule of substantial compliance best 

furthers this purpose and is apposite to the determination of sufficiency and validity of petitions here 

involved." Id. The Nevada Supreme Court has subsequently reaffirmed this standard in Nevadans 

for Nevada v. Beers, 122 Nev. 930, 142 P.3d 339 (2006), where the Court stated a substantial 

compliance standard is generally applied to statutory requirements, and in Las Vegas Convention 

and Visitor Authority v. Miller, 124 Nev. 669, 191 P.3d 1138, 1146-47 (2008), where the Court 

again held it looked for substantial compliance with a statutory requirement in the election context, 

stating "a substantial compliance standard accords proper deference to the people's initiative power. 

Plaintiff introduced no testimony or other evidence identifying the signatures on the petitions 

which were above, rather than immediately below, the words "Recall Petition." Regardless, this 

12 

	

	Court finds those individuals who signed the petitions and who inadvertently placed their signatures 

in the box for "Print Your Name," and, consequently, immediately above the words "Recall 

14 	Petition" in 10 pt bold print were in substantial compliance with statutory requirements. The 

15 	purpose of the requirement is to ensure the individual signing the petition understands his or her 

16 	signature is being placed on a recall petition. The words "Recall Petition" are in large print at the 

17 	top of every page of the petition and arc repeated in every signature box on the page. As noted 

18 	above, the words are just below the signature of a person who signs in the "Print Your Name" space. 

19 	Consequently, the Court has little doubt the signers did understand they were signing a recall 

20 	petition. 

21 	This Court also finds that Election Department employees acted properly when they used 

22 	surrounding signatures with dates on the petition to determine the date of signing for a person who 

23 	signed without including a dale. NRS 306.011(3) provides after giving notice of intent to circulate a 

24 	petition for recall, those leading the recall eftbrt have 90 days to collect the necessary number of 
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signatures. This window of time to obtain signatures "serves to notify elected officials of the 

2 	relevant time periods involved and discourages frivolous and harassing petitions." Citizens for 

Honest & Responsible Government v. Heller, 116 Nev. 939, 11 P.3d 121, 127 (2000). This statutory 

4 	provision and its underlying purpose are met when Election Department officials through reasonable 

5 	and reliable means can determine the approximate date a voter has signed a petition and if the voter 

6 	signed within the 90 day period for collecting signatures. The Court finds a petition signer who 

7 	inadvertently fails to date his or her signature substantially complies with the statute and its purpose 

when it can be reasonably determine the approximate date of signing. 

9 	B. Sufficiency and Accuracy of Random Sample Verification  

10 	While Plaintiff did not specifically challenge in her complaint the adequacy of the random 

11 	sample process to statistically determine the number of valid signatures gathered in the petition, she 

12 	did make several assertions in her Complaint that the random sample process ailed to statistically 

13 	identify large numbers of invalid signatures. At the hearing, Plaintiff's counsel directly challenged 

14 	the adequacy of the random sample process to accurately determine the number of valid signatures 

15 	and requested a verification of all signatures on the petitions. 

16 	NRS 306.035(2) and NRS 293.1276-293.1279 allows the Election Department to use a 

statistical sampling procedure to determine the number of valid signatures on a petition and the 

Nevada Secretary of State may certify a recall election on the basis of such a sampling. The 

Election Department is required to pull an entirely random selection of 500 signatures or 5 percent 

of all signatures, whichever is larger, for verification. Both Ms. Eisenman and Registrar of Voters 

Joseph Gloria testified this random selection is done through use of a computer program which 

ensures the consideration of each signature on the petition for selection to the random sample. The 

Nevada Supreme Court has found the use of the random sample procedure to be accurate and 

constitutional as it "clearly creates a more efficient, less costly and less time-consuming process...." 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 
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that "'aids in the operation' of the recall right." Citizens fbt. Honest ct Responsible Government v. 

Heller, 116 Nev. 939, 11 P.3d at 128 (quoting Nev. Const. Art. 2, Sec. 9). In Citizens for Honest & 

Responsible Government, the high Court commented the process appears to be accurate. The Court 

noted the ease involved the verification of two petitions, the first of which the Secretary of State had 

ordered be fully verified. In looking at the random sample statistical determination of invalid 

signatures against the actual full verification of the petition, the Court found the statistical sampling 

was accurate to within 0.25 percent of the actual number of verified signatures. The Court noted, 

"[t]his small discrepancy is indicative of the sampling procedure's reliability and rebuts any 

insinuation that an individual's vote might be overlooked by the procedure." Id. In the instant 

10 	matter, the Clark County Election Department drew 500 signatures for the sample because of the 

11 	low number of signatures on the petitions. This number represented approximately 18 percent of all 

12 	signatures, much higher than the 5 percent required for petitions with a larger number of signatures. 

13 	Consequently, as Mr. Gloria explained in his testimony, the size of the sample insured greater 

14 	accuracy than in a case with only a 5 percent sampling. This Court in considering Plaintiffs 

15 	challenges to the accuracy of the random sampling in this case finds Judge Ramsey has failed to 

16 	present evidence showing the sample failed to accurately determine the statistical occurrence of 

17 	invalid signatures. 

18 	Plaintiff asserts that a large number of duplicate signatures are on the petitions beyond the 

19 	statistical number picked up in the random sampling. Plaintiff claims at least 174 people signed the 

20 	petitions two or more times, resulting in about 184 duplicate signatures being invalid. The only 

21 	evidence Plaintiff submitted as to the number of duplicate signatures was the testimony of Mr. 

22 	Preusch, who counsel represented had made no report concerning his review  of the petitions and was 

23 	only going to reference his notes from the review. In response to Plaintiffs counsel's question on 

24 	re-direct "did you find or did you locate somebody—individuals who had signed multiple times, the 
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1 	same signature on the 	or different petitions?", Mr. Preusch answered "Yeah, there were 356 

names." On further questioning by the Court concerning his answer about duplicate signature, the 

witness stated "So 356 people that had signed the petition had also signed one of the other petitions 

4 	as well." The Court then asked "Again, you didn't keep any list or notations as to which ones you 

5 	found?" The witness responded "No." Counsel ['or Defendant City of North Las Vegas asked a 

follow-up question: "I'm still not clear with respect to the 356. Was it witness' testimony that then 

there's approximately 180 examples where there's duplicates and that comes up to the 356 number, 

are we suggesting that there are actually — how many would you say, of the 356, would actually 

need to be removed is what I'm...." Tile witness responded, "Jeez, you know, I couldn't answer 

10 	that. We'd really have to go through each one again and come up with that tabulation." 

11 	Subsequently after the June 29, 2015 hearing, the Court determined it would like further 

12 	information from Mr. Preuseh as to how he calculated the numbers he gave in his testimony. The 

13 	Court, on the morning of July 1,2015, had his staff contact Plaintiff's counsel to have Mr. Preusch 

14 	available to participate in the July 2.2015, hearing, either in person or by telephone and to bring all 

15 	materials and notes he relied upon in his review of the petitions. On July 2, 2015, at 1:00 p.m., 

16 	Plaintiff's counsel represented his office had been unable to make any contact with Mr. Preusch in 

17 	the approximate 27 hours since the Court had requested his participation. However, Plaintiff's 

18 	counsel produced four sets of tabulations he represented the witness had relied upon in making his 

19 	determinations of signature challenges for his testimony. Counsel stated that friends of the Plaintiff 

20 	had actually reviewed the petitions and made the lists and Mr. Preusch had been asked to review the 

21 	lists against the petitions to ensure they were accurate. Counsel did not disclose the detailed lists 

22 	Mr. Preusch purportedly used to conduct his investigation prior to witness' testimony, despite being 

23 	asked on Monday if the witness had done any report as to how he compiled his tabulations or 

24 	identified the challenged signatures. Counsel simply stated the witness did not prepare a report, but 
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made no mention of the four tabulation lists. Mr. Preusch in his testimony made no mention of 

2 	being given the tabulation lists or using them in his review of the petitions, testifying he was 

"requested to do a comprehensive review of all of the signatures, the petitions. . ." Despite being 

4 	asked on at least three occasions if he did any tabulation or had anything which would identify the 

5 	signatures about which he was challenging, Mr. Preusch at no time mentioned the tabulation lists 

6 	that according to Plaintiff's counsel had been provided to him to check against the petitions. 

7 	PlaintifFs counsel provided the Court with copies of the four tabulation lists but never offered them 

8 	into evidence. 

9 	In response to Mr. Preusch's testimony concerning duplicate signatures, Defendant 

10 	Committee Members offered the testimony of Ms, Lauren Paglina. Ms. Paglina testified she was a 

11 	Summer Law Clerk at Defendants' counsel's law firm and had started reviewing the petition 

12 	signatures to determine possible duplicates. She explained she did this by entering the names from 

13 	the petitions into a database alphabetically to identify possible duplicate signatures to compare. She 

14 	testified she had been able to go through approximately 1,100 signatures before the hearing and had 

15 	identified 16 duplicate signatures. 

16 
	

While neither party's witnesses offered any tabulation identifying the duplicate signatures 

17 	that they had identified for the Court to consider as part of the evidence on this issue, this Court 

18 	finds the testimony of Ms. Paglina more credible in terms of evaluating the signatures for duplicates. 

19 	Ms. Paglina was able to explain the process she used to identify possible duplicate signatures which 

20 	reasonably included entering the signatures from the petitions in a database alphabetically to identify 

21 	signatures to compare and determinc, if they appeared duplicative. This contrasts to Mr. Preusch's 

22 	testimony in which he had difficulty articulating how he went about making his tabulations. The 

23 	Court is also troubled by what it finds as Mr. Pr usch's questionable candor in failing to mention he 

24 	was provided with tabulation lists others had compiled for him to use to look and compare specific 
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signatures to challenge. Additionally, Ms. Paglina's statistical tabulation of 16 duplicates in 

2 	approximately 1,100 signatures, 1.4 percent, is consistent with the statistical occurrence of 

duplicates in the random sample of 1.4 percent. 

4 	Finally, even accepting Plaintiff's contention that the random sample resulted in a significant 

5 	statistically deviation from the actual number of duplicates in all the petitions, the removal of the 

6 	signatures Plaintiff challenges would not bring the petition below the number needed for recall. 

7 	Plaintiff challenges 184 signatures as duplicate of other signatures in the petitions. Removing from 

this number, 38 signatures that the random sample already identified and subtracted from the total 

number of signatures (1.4% of 2717 is 38), and removing the remaining 146 challenged signature 

from the 2,282 signatures the random sample validated results in 2,136 remaining. Consequently, 

the Court finds that Plaintiff's challenge to the accuracy of the random sample based on her 

contention of additional duplicate signatures does not undermine the use of the random sample in 

this case. 

Plaintiff in her Complaint contends the petitions contain 295 signatures signed by other 

members of a household and should not be counted. However, Mr. Preusch testified that while he 

observed occasions where he saw signatures which he believed were possibly signed by only one 

member of a household, he did not "recall" how many time he saw such occurrences. He admitted 

he did not document that number and just remembered seeing that "at least one or a couple times." 

Plaintiffs counsel did provide as one of the four tabulations given to the Court on July 2, 2015, a 

compilation represented to identify signatures signed by other members of a household. However, 

Plaintiff did not seek to authenticate or admit the tabulation. Left with Mr. Preusch's testimony that 

he noticed this occurring one or two ti nes in the petitions, the Court finds no evidentiary basis for 

Plaintiff's contention the random sample in this matter failed to accurately determine the statistical 

occurrence of signatures signed by other members of a household. 
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Plaintiff did not raise in her Complaint the issue whether the random sample failed to 

accurately determine the statistical occurrence of signatures by people who were not registered to 

vote. At the hearing, Mr. Preusch testified 292 people who had signed the petition were not on the 

list of registered voters for the 2011 General Election. On cross-examination, Mr. Preusch when 

asked if he made any tabulation of the names of signers who were not registered to vote, stated, "No, 

I did not." And when asked if he had anything with him right now to "show the Court where the 

names came from," Mr. Preusch answered, "I do not." Plaintiffs counsel on July 2, 2015, gave the 

Court a tabulation he identified as having been made by Plaintiffs friends which indicated 295 

signatures were from "Persons Not on Voter List —From June 7, 2011 NLV General Election." 

10 	Neither Mr. Preusch, nor Plaintiff's counsel expressed or defined what they meant by "not registered 

11 	voters" or "Persons Not on Voter List — From June 7,2011 NLV General Election." Significantly, 

12 	the Clark County Election Department in its eview of the random sample excluded 57 signatures for 

13 	having not voted in the 2011 General Election, having an address change, being in the wrong district 

14 	or district invalid and not being registered. These categories would seem to be encompassed in the 

15 	general scope of "Persons Not on Voter List." The number of 295 names Plaintiff challenges 

16 	constitutes 10.9 percent of the total signatures. The 57 names the Election Department invalidated 

17 	from the random sample due to registration problems constitute 11.4 percent of the random sample 

18 	of 500. Plaintiff fails to establish any basis to believe the random sample failed to accurately 

19 	determine the statistical occurrence of signatures that should be excluded for registration and voting 

20 	problems. 

21 	During the hearing, Plaintiffs counsel questioned Mr. Gloria, Ms. Eisenman and Ms. Paglina 

22 	about specific instances of what counsel perceived as possible duplicate signatures as well as other 

23 	possible invalid signatures which were not part of the random sample and several instances where 

24 	counsel believed certain signatures should not have included in the sample. The Court finds these 
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limited number of instances as unpersuasive in that such incidents should statistically be picked up 

2 	and excluded through the statistical determination of valid signatures in the random sample. 

Plaintiff's counsel also questioned Mr. Gloria about why certain information on the Election 

4 	Department's random sample detail list did not match certain information on the petitions. Mr. 

5 	Gloria explained the detail list was essentially an internal document used to assist Election 

6 	Department officials in the validation of the signatures in the sample. Mr. Gloria gave a number of 

7 	explanations for these variations which the Court finds reasonable and does not undermine the 

8 	integrity of the verification process. 

9 	C. Plaintiffs Representatives Allowed to Witness Verification  

10 	Although not raised as a cause of action in her Complaint, Plaintiff at the hearing on June 29, 

11 	2015, elicited testimony suggesting the Election Department may have provided incorrect 

12 	information as to when the verification of signatures was going to occur, and, consequently, 

13 	effectively precluded Plaintiff or her representative from watching the verification process. NRS 

14 	293.1277(8) provides the public official who is the subject of the recall must be allowed to witness 

15 	the verification process. On June 29, 2015, Johnny Jackson testified for the Plaintiff. He stated he 

16 	was a supporter of the Plaintiff and was present on Thursday, May 28, 2015, when the Committee 

17 	seeking the judge's recall presented their petitions at the City of North Las Vegas Clerk's Office. 

18 	He spoke to a woman in the City Clerk's Office that day and was told the petitions were going to be 

19 	transported to the Clark County Registrar of Voters that afternoon or the next day. On cross- 

20 	examination, Mr. Jackson stated he knew the petitions were being taken to the Registrar for 

21 	verification and that it was an expedited process. Mr. Jackson stated that on Friday, May 29, 2015, 

22 	after discussing the situation wi th the Plaintiff, he went to the Election Department at approximately 

23 	2:00 p.m. and eventually spoke to Mr. Gloria. Mr. Jackson alleged he asked about the verification 

24 	process and Mr. Gloria told him that the Election Department followed the NRS. According to Mr. 
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Jackson, he asked for a copy of the petition and to witness the verification. Mr. Gloria told him to 

put his request in writing and stated the verification would start in one or two days. Mr. Jackson 

said he subsequently sent an email to Mr. Gloria requesting a copy and to witness the verification. 

He also testified he sent an email to the Plaintiff documenting what happened on May 29, 2015, 

including that he had been told by Mr. Gloria the verification process would start in one or two days. 

Mr. Jackson testified that on Monday, June I, 2015, Plaintiff forwarded him an email she had 

received from the City of North Las Vegas Clerk stating the verification process would begin at 9:30 

a.m. Mr. Jackson said he arrived about 9:20 a.m. On arriving, he perceived the process had actually 

started before he arrived. He said he was allowed to witness the process, but felt the Election 

10 	Department employees were not randomly selecting signatures but were looking for certain 

11 	signatures which he alleged as coming from areas of North Las Vegas which favored her opponent 

12 	in the last election. He explained he had expected the employees would be given instructions such 

as verify signature 7 on every fourth petition and then go through the stack of petitions again and 

14 	look at the one above or below that. After the June 29, 2015 hearing, the Court requested Mr. 

15 	Jackson appear at the continuation or the hearing on July 2, 2015, and to bring the emails he had 

16 	referenced in his testimony. On July 2, 2015. Mr Jackson produced the ernails showing he had 

17 	forwarded an email to Mr. Gloria at approximately 3:13 p.m. on May 29, 2015, requesting the 

18 	petition copy and to witness the 	ation process. He also sent an email at approximately 3:58 

19 	p.m. to Plaintiff indicating he went to the County Offices at 1:15 p.m. and was told the verification 

20 	process had started. Mr. Jackson in his email indicatedh- complained why the Plaintiff was not told 

21 	the verification process would start that day and he was put in telephone contact with Mr. Gloria. 

22 	Mr. Gloria told him they had started the verification of signatures and Mr. Jackson asked Mr. Gloria 

23 	for a petition copy. He also asked if they were going to verify every signature on the petitions to 

24 	which Mr. Gloria said that the Department 1011ows the NRS. According to Mr. Jackson in his email, 
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Mr. Gloria said he did not do anything over the phone and requested an email as to what Mr. 

Jackson wanted. Mr. Gloria also told Mr. Jackson the verification process would be done by 

Monday. Significantly, Mr. Jackson made no mention in his email that Mr. Gloria had told him the 

verification process would begin in one or two days. 

Mr. Gloria testified he did speak with Mr. Jackson by telephone on May 29, 2015, Mr. 

Gloria indicated that he remembered telling Mr. Jackson to put in writing his requests for a petition 

copy and to view the verification process. Mr. Gloria expressed he would not have denied a 

representative from viewing the verification. Mr. Gloria stated the first part of the verification 

process started at 8:50 a.m. on May 29, 2015 and ended by approximately 1:50 p.m. that day. 

Ms, Andolina testified by phone on July 2, 2015, explaining that on Thursday, May 28, 2015, 

she sent a letter by express mail and by email to Plaintiff, stating the recall petition had been 

presented and was being sent to the Election Department to start the raw count which needed to be 

completed within four business days. She received no response back from the Plaintiff. Ms. 

Andolina testified on June 29, 2015 that, on Monday, June 1, 2015, at 5:55 a.m., she sent the 

Plaintiff another email, stating the verification process would start at 9:30 a.m. that morning. 

Ms. Eisenman testified on June 29, 2015 that she believed the second half of the verification 

process started Monday at 9:30 a.m., but possibly 9:00 a.m. She remembered Mr. Jackson showing 

up five to ten minutes after the process started. 

Plaintiff also called Dan Burdish as a witness on July 2, 2015. Mr. Burdish said he was 

assisting Plaintiff and her counsel on Friday, May 29, 2015, and overheard Plaintiff state her 

representatives had been denied the opportunity to view the verification. Mr. Burdish said he called 

Mr. Gloria about 4:30 p.m. and said he understood Plaintiff's representatives had been denied the 

opportunity to review the verification. He testified Mr. Gloria said he was unaware of anyone being 

denied the chance to view the verification. Mr. Burdish offered to come down that day to view the 
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process, but Mr. Gloria said (hat it had concluded for the day. On Monday, Mr. Burdish received a 

2 	call that the verification process was going to begin about 9:00 or 9:30 a.m. He stated he went to the 

Election Department, arriving five or ten minutes late. He said the Election Department employees 

4 	cooperated with him viewing the process and he testified to no irregularities. 

Mr. Gloria and Ms. Andolina testified they never sent speciFic notice to Plaintiff as to when 

6 	the verification process was going to start on Friday. May 29, 2015. Ms. Andolina did send Plaintiff 

7 	notice by email of the starting time for the verification process on Monday, June 1,2015. 

NRS 293.1277(8), which provides that the public office subject to recall must be allowed to 

9 	witness the verification cation process does not provide for any prior specific notice to the public official 

10 	giving a date and time when the process will occur. Nevada Administrative Code 306.023 does 

11 	require the 'filing officer 	 a public officer to be recalled filed his or her declaration of 

12 	candidacy shall notify that public officer, in writing, within 2 days after a petition to recall a public 

13 	officer is filed . 	." Ms. Barbara Andolina, City of North Las Vegas Clerk, testified she followed 

14 	the Code the day the petition was filed on Thursday, May 28, 2015, both by express mail and by 

15 	email. Going beyond what is required by the Code, Ms. Andolina also noted in her letter the petition 

16 	was being forwarded to the Registrar of Voters to begin the raw count process which needed to be 

17 	done in four working days. She testified that she did not hear further from Plaintiff. 

18 	Plaintiff was aware of the petition filing on Thursday,May 28, 2015, as Mr. Jackson, one of 

19 	her representatives, was present at the City of North Las Vegas Clerk's office when it was filed. Ms. 

20 	Andolina also sent an email to Plaintiff with the notice required by NAC 306.023 later that same 

21 	day. Plaintiff obviously was receiving Ms. Andolina's entails as she forwarded Ms. Andolina's June 

22 	1, 2015 email with the start of the Monday verification time to Mr. Jackson. Plaintiff presented no 

23 	evidence she in any way inquired directly or through a representative about the verification process 

24 	until approximately 1:15 p.m. the next day, Friday, May 29, 2015, when Mr. Jackson went to the 
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1 	County offices. By then, the raw count and the verification had been ongoing since 8:50 a.m. Mr. 

	

2 	Jackson subsequently spoke by telephone with Mr. Gloria. This would have been approximately the 

time according to Mr. Gloria when the Election Department was completing the first part of the 

	

4 	verification process at about 1:50 p.m. 

	

5 	The Court will not read into NRS 293.1277 a specific notice provision. The statute only 

	

6 	provides that the public official subject to recall be allowed to view the verification process and 

	

7 	makes no provision for notice or working with the public official to arrange a date and time for the 

official or his or her representative to be present. In this instance, Plaintiff was aware on Thursday, 

	

9 	May 28, 2015, that the petition was filed and the process for verifying the Petition would commence 

	

10 	quickly. Plaintiff and her representatives took no step to reach out and determine how the Registrar 

	

11 	would specifically move forward on the process until 1:15 p.m. on Friday, May 29, 2015. Plaintiffs 

	

12 	representatives were allowed to view the process on Monday. There is some issue as to whether the 

	

13 	Election Department started on the verification before the 9:30 a.m. start time provided in Ms. 

	

14 	Andolina's email to Plaintiff as Mr. Jackson contends that he got there about 9:20 a.m. and the 

	

15 	process had started. However, the Court does not find any evidence to suggest the Election 

	

16 	Department sought to mislead Plaintiff as to the start time of verification. The Court also finds the 

	

17 	Election Department starting five to ten minutes before Mr. Jackson got there and possibly before 

	

18 	the scheduled start time, did not materially hamper Mr. Jackson's or Mr. Burdish's abilities to 

	

19 	meaningfully observe the verification process. 	tiff does not suggest any specific prejudice 

20 	resulting from these missed few minutes. Both Mr. Gloria and Ms. Eisenman testified that the 

	

21 	verification process on Monday was essentially a repeat of the verification process on Friday as an 

22 	audit to insure the accuracy of the process. Mr. Burdish testified that the Department employees 

	

23 	were cooperative in allowing Plaintiffs representatives to view the verification. The Court finds 

24 	that to the extent Plaintiff was prejudiced by her lack of due diligence in learning the Election 
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Department's verification plans and by the speed the Election Department started the verification on 

2 	May 29, 2015, this prejudice was largely eliminated by the Election Department's essentially 

repeating the process from May 29, 2015 on June 1,2015 as an audit to ensure accuracy. 

4 	However, this Court notes, with the time and speed the City Clerk's office and Registrar of 

5 II  Voters can now move through the verification process, presumably with new computer and other 

6 	technology, a procedure or policy at the Election Department to email or telephone a public official 

7 	or recall committee members prior to initiating the verification process and informing the official 

8 	and members when the process will start would potentially avoid this issue in the future. The Court 

9 	can foresee a situation where the process could be completed so quickly an official might not get any 

10 	notice of its specific occurrence until it was over. See NRS 293.1277(5) (discussing verification if a 

11 	county clerk sets up a process allowing *z ns to vote by computer). If an official has the right to 

12 	observe, but the process begins and ends so quickly that the official, even while exercising some 

13 	level of diligence has insufficient notice of the process to actually observe, the Court questions 

14 	whether the official truly is allowed to observe as required under the statute. In this instance, 

15 	however, the Court does not believe the facts present such a circumstance requiring the 

16 	consideration of the issue. 

17 	III. FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

18 	Plaintiff in her fourth cause of action alleges the petitions are insufficient as they are not in 

19 	identical form and arc not sequentially numbered as required by NRS 306.030(1). Plaintiff never 

20 	stated or presented evidence at the hearing as to what she meant by the petitions not being in 

21 	identical form. NRS 306.030(1) provides in pertinent part: "The petition may consist of any number 

22 	of copies which are identical in form with the original, except for the name of the county and the 

23 	signatures and addresses of the residences of the signers. The pages of the petition with the 

24 	signatures and of any copy must, be consecutively numbered." The Court finds the petitions 
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submitted were in identical (Orin except for the signatures and addresses of the residences of the 

signers. 

Plaintiff contends the petitions fail to meet the statute's numbering requirement as the 

petitions as presented to the City Clerk were not sequentially numbered as a whole. Defendant 

Committee Members argue the statute only requires that the pages of each petition circulated by an 

individual for signatures need to be sequentially numbered. They point out that the pages of each 

circulated petition which was submitted with the other petitions together as a group to the clerk were 

numbered 1 to 4. 

Mr. Gloria stated that the Election Department considered the numbering system of the 

10 	petitions submitted in this case to meet the terms of the statute. Mr. Gloria explained that it would 

11 	be impossible in many instances, such as recalls of state officials or state ballot initiatives, to 

12 	circulate a single petition with consecutively numbered pages and obtain the necessary number of 

13 	signatures. The statute allows for separate petitions to be circulated and to be then presented as a 

14 	group. 'leach separate petition is sequentially numbered, then it meets the requirement of the 

15 	statute. 

16 	The Court finds the Registrar of Voter's interpretation of NRS 306.030(1) to be a fair reading 

17 	of the statute. NRS 306.030(1) plainly allows a petition to consist of multiple copies of the petition 

18 	if they are all in identical form. The statute requires the "pages of thc petition with the signatures 

19 	and of any copy must be consecutively numbered." The Court reads this as requiring the pages of 

20 	each copy of the petition to be consecutively numbered. The Court finds this reading to meet the 

21 	objectives of the statute to ensure someone does not add additional pages to a petition copy 

22 	disseminated and verified by a specific circulator. 

23 	IV, FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

24 	Plaintiff challenges six petitions (30, 50, 87, 117, 123 and 147) which she contends have 
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1 	irregularities in the verifications done by circulators before notaries. On one petition, the notary 

	

2 	printed her name and signed as notarizing, hut failed to include her notary stamp, on one the notary 

failed to print her name on the line where she was to print her name and just placed her notary stamp 

	

4 	and signed as notarizing, and on four petitions the circulator or notary had failed to write "Clark" in 

	

5 	the space for county name above the notarization. Mr. Gloria testified that the Election Department 

	

6 	would consider the petitions where the notary forgot to print his or her name and the name of 

	

7 	"Clark" county as being in substantial compliance with the statute requirement that the circulator 

verify the petitions before a notary. He explained the Election Department had enough information 

	

9 	to conclude that the notarizations were authentic. As to the petition missing a notary stamp, Mr. 

	

10 	Gloria testified the Election Department would undertake research to determine if the person 

	

11 	identified as the notary was an actual notary at the time the petition was notarized. On examination 

	

12 	by Defendant Committee Members' counsel, Mr. Gloria identified another petition signed by the 

	

13 	same notary which included a notary stamp. The Court finds these six petitions were in substantial 

	

14 	compliance with the statute and should be counted. 

	

15 
	

The cases Plaintiff cites in support of her cause of action, Fiannaca v. Gill, 78 Nev. 337, 372 

	

16 	P.2d 683 (1962) and Lundberg v. Koonts, 82 Nev. 360, 365, 418 P.2d 808 (1966), are inapplicable to 

	

17 	the facts presented here. These cases applied an earlier version of NRS 306.030 which provided that 

	

18 	every copy of a petition "shall be verified by at least one of the signers thereof." The Court in those 

	

19 	cases was asked to determine the sufficiency of petitions if the circulators who verified the petition 

	

20 	were not also one of the signers. NRS 306.030 has been amended to eliminate the requirement a 

	

21 	circulator verifying a petition also be a signer on the petition verified. 

	

22 	V. SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

	

23 	In her Sixth Cause of Action, Plaintiff asserts under NRS 293.1278, the recall petition should 

	

24 	have failed to qualify because the percentage of verified signatures from the random sample of 500 
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signatures was only 84 percent. Plaintiff contends NRS 293.1278 provides for a petition to be valid 

the percentage of valid signatures from the random sample must be 90 percent or greater. Plaintiff 

thoroughly misreads the statute as to what the 90 percent figure in the statute references and what 

4 	the statute requires. 

5 	NRS 293.1278(1) provides in pertinent part: If the certificates received by the Secretary of 

e from all the county clerks establish that the number of valid signatures is less than 90 percent 

of the required number of registered voters, the petition shall be deemed to have failed to qualify, 

and the Secretary of State shall immediately so notify the petitioners and the county clerks." This 

statute is referring to the number of valid natures  after the random sample has been reviewed, the 

10 	statistical number of valid signatures determined and that percentage of valid signatures applied to 

11 	the total number of signatures obtained. In this case, the random sample determined that 84 percent 

12 	of the signatures were valid. This percentage was then applied to the total of 2,717 signatures 

13 	submitted to determine the petition contained 2,282, 115 percent of the number needed, 

14 	VI. SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 

15 	Plaintiff in her seventh cause of action challenges the receipt the City of North Las Vegas 

16 	Clerk gave to the Committee members submitting the petition. NRS 293.12758(1) provides: 

17 
	

1. The county clerk shall issue a receipt to any person who submits a petition for 

18 
	

the verification of signatures or a petition, declaration of or acceptance of candidacy. 

19 	The receipt must state: 

20 	 (a) The number of documents submitted; 

21 	 (b) The number of pages ()leach document; and 

22 	 (c) The number of signatures which the person declares are on the petition. 

23 	Plaintiff argues that the receipt provided to the committee members only said "Approximately 

24 	2,700" and did not give the exact number which Plaintiff contends the clerk "Must" do, However, 
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the statute clearly states that the clerk is to include on the receipt the number of signatures that the 

2 	person submitting the petition declares are on the petition. Ms. Andolina testified the Committee 

3 	members presenting the petition told her there was approximately 2,700 signatures on the petition. 

4 	Consequently, the Court finds this complies with the statute and the use by committee members of 

5 	an approximate number did not undermine any purpose of the statute to ensure the integrity of the 

6 	recall process. 

7 	VII. EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

8 	Plaintiff in her last cause of action contends that the "Remove Ramsey Now" Committee has 

9 	accepted contributions above the amount it is allowed to accept pursuant to Article 2, Section 10 of 

10 	the Nevada Constitution and NRS 294A.100. Article 2, Section 10 limits contributions by any 

11 	"artificial or natural person" to "the campaign of any person for election to any office . . . to $5,000 

12 	for the primary and $5,000 for the general election. NRS 294A.100 provides that a person shall not 

13 	make or commit to make a contribution to a candidate for any office. in an amount which exceeds 

14 	$5,000 for the primary election .. and $5,000 for the general election 	." NRS 294A.005 defines 

15 	a candidate as a person who "files a declaration of candidacy," "files an acceptance of candidacy," 

16 	"whose name appears on an official ballot at any election" or "received contributions in excess of 

17 	$100." 

18 	Neither side raised or argued this issue at the hearing. The Court finds a committee for recall 

19 	is not a person for election to an office under Article 2, Section 10, or an candidate for office under 

20 	NRS 294A.100. The Court agrees with Defendant Committee Members' contention that a 

21 	co 
	for recall, pursuant to NRS 294A.006, is "an organization that (1) receives any 

22 	contributions, makes any contributions to candidates or persons or makes any expenditures that are 

23 	designed to affect the recall of a public officer; or (2) files a notice of intent to circulate the petition 

24 	for recall. Consequently, the Remove Ramsey Now Committee is not limited in the contributions it 
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9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

receives by either Article 2, Section 10 or NRS 294A.006. 

ORDER 

Accordingly, based upon the above findings and good cause appearing, IT IS HEREBY 

ORDERED: 

Petitioner/Plaintiffs Complaint seeking declaratory relief declaring that judges may not 

be recalled under Article 2, Section 9 of the Nevada Constitution is DENIED; 

2. Petitioner/Plaintiffs Emergency Motion for Injunction is DENIED; 

Pet tioner/Plaintiff separate Complaint challenging the Recall Petition is DENIED. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that not sooner than 10 days, nor more than 20 days after the 

date of this order, the City of North Las Vegas Clerk shall issue a call for a special election in the 

jurisdiction in which Petitioner/Plainti if was elected to determine whether the people will recall 

Petitioner/Plaintiff as a Municipal Court Judge. 

DATED this 	day of July. 2015. 

14 
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Exhibit A, was entered in the above-entitled matter on the 6th day of July, 2015. 
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EXHIBIT .A 
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EIGHTH JUDICIAL. DISTRICT COURT 

C..). UNTY, NEVADA 

HONORA.BLE. CATHERINE RAMSEY .  
NORTH .  LAS VEGAS MUNICIPAL )UDGE, 

e titioneriP la int ill.. 

Case No. A I 57 I9406-P 
Eleadenicagy Hied 

Dept. No, XX 
	07/06/2015 04:24:24 PM 

VS, 

Consolida ted With: 
A-I5-71965 iC 

THE CITY OF NORTH LAS VEGAS AND 
BARBARA A. AN DOLINA CITY CUa OF 

NORTH 	RiAS, PiETTY . FIAMI 
MICHAEL WH.,,UAIVI .MORENO, A -Nci BOB 
BORCIERSEN.,a405ivIDuA.uy AND A'S 
Nit'EM11:ERS: "REMOVE:RAMSE.Y. 

CLERK OF THE COURT 

DECISION & ORDER 

Respondents/Defendants. 

DEC I SION & .g.gpER 

THIS MATTER came before the Court for ore .argument on Petitioner/Plantifr s  

Emergency Petition for injunction, A-15-7 I 9406-T„. on June .18, 2015. On June 21., 2015, the Court 

conSolidated ..thts action with PetitIoncrIPIaindfr :3 .  Complaint, A-15-719651--C. The,Court ,  held 

hearing on both..matters on June 29, 2015 and Ally 2,:2015. APPearing on behalf of 

PetitiOneePlaintiff HONORABLE 'CATHERINE RAM,SEY NORTH LAS .  VEGAS MUNICIPAl  

JUDGE was CRAIG A. MUELLER, :ESQ:, of the law lint of MUELLER, HINDS .& 

ASSOCIATES; .appearing on behalf of R.espondents/Defentlarits. BETTY HAMILTON, MICHAEL 

WILUAM MOR.ENO•and BDE1'BORGERSEN was DOMINIC R GENTILE, ESQ„ ROSS l. 

MILLER, ESO, and COLLEEN E. N-ICCARTY :. ESQ.,. Of the law lint of GENTILE, .CRISTA.LL/ :, 

MILLER„ ARMEINI & SAVARESE; and appearing on behalf of Resporiderits/Defendants . the.C1TY 

OF NORTH LAS .VEGAS and BARBARA .ANDOLINA was RICHARD C. GORDON., ESQ.., 



"i 

PATRICK F. BYRINE„ ESQ.,„ and 1)ANIEL lylE. liSQ.,..of the Igtw firin of .SNELl.„ iVi;, WILMER, 

2 
	

This ,Court havinn considered all related pleadings, documents, and the arguments of counsel, makes 

3 11 the following findings of facts and conclusions of law, 

4 	1, EMERGENCY PETITION FOR MI' 3NCTION 	 ST CAUSE OF ACTION 

5 	A. Resolution of Procedural issues With Pet ion for Ioinnction 

As the Court noted in the first hearing in this matter on June 18, 2015, Petitioner/Plaintiff 

1 [hereinafter Plaintiff" filed her Emergency Petition for Injunction under NRS 295.105(4) and N RS 

8 11 33.010, However, NRS 295,105 does not concern petitions for recall, but rather, those for ballot 

9 E questions or referendums for municipalities, Consequently. NRS 295.103 does not provide a basis 

I() 11 for Plaintiff to seek her requested i itinctiYe relief, The proper statutory provision under which 

Plaintiff should have sought relief was NRS 306.040 which specifically concerns recall petitions. 

Additionally, under Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure [NRCP] Rule 3 "[al civil action i5 commenced 

13 	by filing a Complaint with the c,otin,' NRS 33.010, which piovides for the Court to grant injunctive 

14 	relief, states that an injunction may he granted in certain instances after the Plaintiff has filed a 

15 	Complaint or the parties have otherwise initiated 'litigation. Indeed, both NR.S 306.040, addressing 

16 	recall petitions, and NRS 295,105, concerning city ballot initiatives, speak in terms of the 

challenging party filing a complaint to bring the matter before the court. At the hearing, the Court 

18 	questioned whether Plaintiff had properly proceeded in this matter in that she had not filed a 

19 	Complaint to initiate litigation, or set out a proper basis for relief under NRS 295.105, She had only 

filed an Emergency Petition for Injunction, which under NRS 33.010 requires the separate initiation 

of litigation by Complaint. 

At the hearing, Plaintiff's counsel suggested that judge Ramsey's filing of the single petition 

for injunction without filing a separate Complaint asserting a cause of action was intentional as 

24 	counsel did not see the reason or need to tile two documents when one would he sufficient if it 

23 
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provided all the necessary allegations and demands to satisfy the purposes of the NRCP. Plaintiff 

	

2 	asked the Court to construe the "Petition fur Injunction as both a Complaint initiating litigation and 

a separate motion for injunctive relief although not labeled as such Plaintiff further argued that 

while the statutory basis for her action may be incorrect, her petition for injunction sets forth a 

sufficient statement of facts and law to allege a violation of her Nevada Constitutional rights as a 

Judge and state her desired injunctive relief, meeting the requirements of NRCP 8(a), NRCP 8(a) 

requires, - [all pleading which sets forth a claim for relief, whether an original claim., .shall contain 

) a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief, and (2) a 

demand for judgment for the relief the pleader seeks, -  

10 	f‘Ithough at the hearing held on June I 8, 2015, RescondentsiDefendt nts (hereinafter 

	

11 	Defendants] in the instant matter also questioned Plaintiffs procedural approach, they expressed 

	

12 	they were willing to allow the Court to construe Judge Ramseys filing in a manner which would 

	

13 	allow this Court to rule on the underlying. constitutional issue of whether a judge could be recalled 

under the Nevada Constitution. Defendants, however, expressed concern that Plaintiff had also filed 

	

15 	a separate Complaint under NRS Chapter 306. Plaintiff in her first cause of action of the Complaint 

	

16 	effectively realleged her contention that the Nevada Constitution does not permit her recall. 

Defendants expressed concern if the Court did not consolidate di two aetions under NRCP 42(a)., 

	

18 	Plaintiff would possibly seek "two bites of the apple" on the constitutional question before different 

	

19 	courts. Plaintiff's counsel would flot commit to this Court to treat a decision on the constitutional 

	

20 	issue as deterininative of the issue in Plaintiff's separate action. 

Consequently, to effectuate the interests of the parties and expedite the orderly progression of 

this litigation, the Court will treat Plaintiff's Emergency Petition for Injunction as a Complaint 

alleging a violation of the Nevada Constitution as its cause of action and demanding declarative 

	

24 	relief, The Court will also tteat the petition as a motion for injunction under NRS 33.010. Because 
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of the similarity of issues, the Coto previously ordered the consolidation of A i 5-719406-P and A- 

- l 	15-719651-C. This Court is acting i_IppTepriately in this instance in view of the parties' assertions of 

3 	either no procedural errors or waiver of any procedural errors, and in view of NRCP 8's underlying 

purpose to erISUTe that the documents filed to initiate litigation give NT notice of the basis of the 

claim and relief being sOUOI. The parties all clearly indicated they understood the constitutional 

6 g basis of Plaintiff's claim and the declarative relief sought. 

7 II 
	

B. Article 2, Section 9 of the Nevada Constitution Allows the Recall  of Judges  

Plaintiff contends as a. judge, she is not subject to the recall provisions of Article 2. Section 9 

of the Nevada Constitution and she may only he removed from the bench pursuant w Article 6, 

I 0 

	

	Section 21, providing for the Nevada Commission for Judicial Discipline. To answer this question 

the Court must first determine whether rri the tir.ne the legislature and Nevada voters approved 

12 	Article 2, Section 9 in 1912, they understood the term lelvery public officer" as used in the article 

to include judges, If so, then the Court next must determine whether the legislature and Nevada 

14 	voters understood their passage of Article 6, Section 21 in 1976, creating the judicial Disciplinary 

15 	Commission, as repealing Nevada citizens' right to recall as to ind ,aes. 

16 	The Nevada Constitution Article 2, Section 9, sets out Nevadans' right to recall public officials 

17 	It provides in relevant part; 

Recall of public officers: PrOCedurc and limitations. Every public officer in the State of 
Nevada is subject, an herein provided, to recall from office by the registered voters of the 

19 

	

	state, or of the county, district, or municipality which he represents. For this purpose, not 
less than twenty•five percent (25%) of the number who actually voted in the state or in the 

20 county, district, or municipality which he represents, at the election in which he was 
elected, shall rilt; their petition, in the manner herein provided, demanding ;  his recall by the 
people They shall set forth in said petition, in not exceeding two hundred (200) words, the 
reasons why said recall is demanded. 

This provision of the Nevada Cow:tit/It ion was added by amendment in 1912, as part of a section of 

the.; COnStitilt. (srs entitled "Suffrage," This indicates that at the time of its adoption, the legislature 

4 



I and voting citizens perceived the amendment to further define Nevada citizens' rights as voters 

generally. The legislature in drafting the amendment did not set out an exclusive list of included 

offices or descriptions of positions, Inste;:gl, the legishiture passed and Nevada citizens approved an 

L ,} 

	

	amendment which broadly provides for - [elyery public officer-  to be subject to recall. The term 

"public office is not expressly defined in the Nevada Constitution. In determining whether a judge 

is a -public officer" within Article 2, Section 9, this Court is mindful of the bask. interpretive 

principal that the Nevada Constitution should be construed in its ordinary sense unless some 

8 	apparent absurdity or unmistakable interest of its framers forbids such construction. Seale ex rel. 

9 	Lewis v. Dc.won, 5 Nev. 399, 411 (18701i. Consequently, where the language in the Nevada 

10 	Constitution is !),lain and not ambiguous, it shoukl be read in those plain and unambiguous terms. 

11 1 Ave ex rel. Sammerfield v Clarke, 21 Nev. 131, 3T7, 11 P. 545 (1982). These principles were 

I 0 	recently reaffirmed by the Supreme Court in the context of interpreting Article 2, Section 9, in 

13 	Strickland v. Waymire, 1,6 Nev. Adv. Op. 25. 235 P 3d 605, 608 (2010), explaining "WC, like the 

14 	United States Supreme Court, 'are guided by the principle that Itjhe Constitution was wiinen to be 

15 	understood by the voters:, its words and phrases were used in their normal and ordinary as 

14 	distinguished from technical mcaning."'"lquoting District olCalimbia P. Heller, 554 U. S. 570 

(2008) (quoting United Sh.gic.s v Spragtw, 282 U.S. 716, 731 (1931)1, Consequently. the Court must 

18 	first consider whether "pubtle officer," the normal and ordmaty sense of the term, includes a 

19 	judge,. 

20 
	

In this regard, this Court believes an average voter would normally and ordinarily perceive 

the terra -[cjvcry public officer" to include all officials exercising some level public authority, 

72 	inclusive of all executive, egislative and judicial officials, The Court finds support for its 

perception of the normal and ordinary meaning of"every public officiar" from a variety of sources. 

24 	For example, Merriam Webster OriLine, whose hardcover dictionary the Nevada Supreme Court 

17 
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1 0 

II 

12 

13 

14 

16 

17 

18 

19 

21 

24 

referenced in S‘rickland v. Waymire to assist in determining the ordinary meaning of "number and 

"actually,' 126 Nev. Ade, Op. 25, 2.35 P3t1 at 609 (quoting .1fiebster 's New Universal Unabridged 

Dictionary (2d ed, 1996)), defines "public officer" as 'a person who has been legally elected or 

appointed to office and who exercises governmental functions,' Merriam-Webster OnLine, "Public 

11 Officer, " Clone 28, 2015) vosiw,n)orriam-webster..comtdictionaryipubiic%200fficer, judges are 

6 	officials who are elected or appoint to office and exercise certain governmental functions. Another 

exam*, the Nevada Supreme Court in its opinion in Nevadv judges Aviociation v. Lou. 112 Nev. 

[1 51, 60, 910 13 ,2d 898, 904 (1996), indicated that its members generally understood the term "ail 

public officials' to typically include judicial officers. hi discussing the original language of the 

proposed amendment setting, term limits for state and local public officials, the high Court 

referenced how the initiative's language lumped togethe -all public officials 	whether legislative, 

executive or judicial. -  Id In its advisory opinion last month, the members f the State of Nevada 

Standing Committee On Judicial Ethics, while not spccifica4 dealing with the definition of "public 

officer" under Article 2, Section 9, clearly indicated that they read the term's general meaning to 

include judges, commenting "under Article 2, Section 9, "sitting judges are subject to recall petition 

and election just as they arc subject to regular elections," Advisory ()pinion A:7 5-01 (May 14, 

2015), Even the legislative history Plaintiff quotes in reference to the Judicial Disciplinary 

Commission supports the view that ordinary voters or legislators understand the term "every public 

officer" to include judicial officers. in the Nevada State I:egislature Background Paper 81-8 

JUDICIAL DISCIPLINE, which Plaintiff states was intended to inform members of the legislature 

as to issues rclati.ng to judicial discipline, the, writer notes: 'Because of the shortcomings of 

impeachment, recall and legislative address, the judicial discipline commission was develop to 

handle judicial misconduct "The reference in the quote to shortcomings with recall demonstrates 

that the writer for the background paper understood the Article 2, Section 9's reference to "every 
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public officer" to include judicial officers. Deferidaitts note other sources which also clearly 

understand the term "every public officer" as used in the Nevada Constitutions recall provisions to 

3  . a include judicial officera „hinies J. Alfint, Steven Labet, Jeffrey M. Shaman, Charles 0 Geyh, 
li 

4 j judicial Condua and Ethics 141.06 (5 th  ed. 2013); National Center for State Courts, Removal of 
, 
i 

c 1 Indge,r, (June 28. 2015) , 

6w‘kw c 
.„ 	. 

.jahcialseleetto sijudicial_selectionlmethodsitemoval .  ol judges.cfm?state ,-. While the 

7 
	

Nevada Supreme Court, Ethics Committee-, and other sources noted above were not being 

specifically asked to define public officer or officials in their decisions or writings, their use of the 

9 	term in the manners they did, reinforces this Court's general view that the normal and ordinary 

10 	understanding of the term le:livery public official" in Article 9, Section 2, includes judicial officers, 

I I 	The Nevada Supreme Court has not had the opportunity to consider the question whether a 

12 	Judge is a public officer subject to recall. However, the high Court, just three years after the recall 

13 	amendment in 1915 had the opportunity to generally consider what government positions Should be 

14 	considered 'civil office of profit') asir'teluded in Article 4, Section 8 of the Nevada Constitution. To 

15 	Su-iv,' 	rel Kendaii v. ('ole., 38 Ncv. 215, 148 P. 551 (1915), the Nevada Supreme Court discussed 

16 	at length the concept eta -public ofilee," listing and approving a number of prior court cases from 

t 
	

different jurisdictions discussing, the attributes of a public office as opposed to public employment or 

18 	private office, These approved factors included: 

(I ), whether the holder of the office is entrusted with some portion of the sovereign 
authority of the state: (2) whether his duties involve the continuous exercise, as part of 

20 

	

	
the revnlar and permanent administration of the government, of a public power, trust or 
duty; (3) -whether his compensation, period of employment and the details of his duties 

21 ?.,.re set forth in statute or in tbst con st itution; (4) whether be must take the oath of public 
office pursuant to Nev. Coast. art. 15, see. 2: and (5) whether he must keep a record of 
his official acts, 

1987 Nev, Op. Atty, Gen. No. 7 (March 27, 19871leiting Kendall, 38 i\-.1ev, at 231-232). 

24 	Ail of these attributes can be foin-n1 in the position of a judge. Jud,ges take an oath of office, their 

rokr..:,totiNsoN 
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compensation, terms ofoff,ce, jurisdiction and gQIICtal duties are set by law, they exercise some 

ponion of the sovereign autllority of the state, exercise a public power and trust, and keep records of 

	

3 	their official acts. 

Plaintiff argues only executive and leitislati ,„'e officers are subject to recall 'the fact the 

	

5 	constitutional provision for recall lies in Article 2 of the Nevada Constitution, concerning citizens' 

	

6 	suffrage rights, and not in Articles 4 and 5 concerning legtslatis,e and executive branches appears to 

	

7 	belie that suggestion. She also points to N RS 281A.160, a provision of NRS Chapter 281A, which 

	

8 	concerns Ethics in Government and contains certain provisions generally applicable to public 

officers. NRS 281A. I 60 defines public officers to exclude judicial officers. She argues that through 

	

10 	this statute the legislature demonstrated the term "public officer -  does not include judicial officers. 

II1-Iowever, the legislature frequently uses general WI' ms in its statutes and then provides specific 

12 1 definitions of the term applicable to that statute only Indeed, in NRS 281A.030, the statute 

expressly states the definitions in NRS 28IA.035 through NRS 281A170 are for the words and 

	

14 	terms "lajs used in this chapter. -  relating to Ethics fi Gm'ernmem and not broadly to all statutes and 

	

15 	the Constitution, As Defendants point out, the Ethiei: in Government statute logically excludes 

	

16 	Judges because the ethical requirements for judges are set Out in the Nevada Code ofindicial 

Conduct and thscipine is administered through the Nevada COmnuSstOO on  J udicial Dis.eipline and 

	

18 	Nevada Supreme Court. Consequently, the legislature simply excluded judicial officers from the 

19 

	

	public offi COTS whose ethical requirements are defined in N RS Chapter 281A. What is significant, 

however, is the legislature in excluding judicial officers as "public officials" under NRS Chapter 

281A, must have believed the genera: understanding of the term public officer would include 

	

^V> 
	

judiciat officers; otherwise, there would have been no reason to specificaily exclude them in the 

	

23 	statute,. 
;3 

	

24 	Because it finds the constitutional larigutn20 Is clear on its face and not ambiguous and 
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1 	susceptible to two or more reasonable interpretations, this Court has no need to look and consider 

anything beyond the iatp.w9e of Article 2, Section 9. Strlei'ciond v Waymire 126 Nev. Adv.. Op. 25, 

I',3d at 608. However, this Court also (inds persuasive. the Attorney General's 1987 opinion's 

detailed analysis of the historical and legislative background concerning the passage of the recall 

amendment in 1912. This hi.story strongly indicates the amendment was part of the Progressive 

movement at that time which involved, in part, an anti-judicial sentiment. 1987 Nev. Op. Atty. Gen. 

7 it No . 7 (March .27, 1987) eitini2 	 Strait School Districi and the Recall 

	

8 	Public Officers: Proposal /or Legislative Ref-m, 2 Alaska 1.. Rev. 43 :  42 (1985); Moser, 

Poptitism A Wiscon,lin fieribve 	1;Itect on Judicial Acc(mntabtlity tr: the Astic 3, 66 Marquette L. 

d Rev. 1, 36 (1982); J. Hurst, The <frowth (f'„(1,,Pwrican Law, 360 (1950). Of particular interest to the 

11 11 Court are three other western stales at that same approximate time passed recall amendments with 

ver:%,,,  similar language to Nevada's, allowing for the TeCilli of public officers without any limitation. 

As the Nevada Attorney General pointed out, luinlike Nevada, in Arimna, Colorado, and (.)regort, 

	

14 	their recall provisions have been subjected to judicial scrutiny. In all three of the states, the courts 

	

15 	have held that judges are public officers subject to recall pursuant to their constitution. 

	

16 	Green, 235 P. 150 (Aria. 1925); :Warians Peuvitt e.v rel. Hines, 169 P. 155 (Colo. 1917); State ex 

	

17 	rel. Clark e, I /orris, 144 0, 109 tOre. 1914).' 1987 Nev. Op. Any, Gen, No. 7 (March 27, 1987), 

	

18 	The Court also notes the authorities the Attorney General cites which discuss how the Nevada Bar 

	

19 	AssociatIon, following the lead of the American Bar Association, formally opposed the passage of 

	

20 	the recall amendment in 1912 because it permitted the recall of judicial officers, Id, (citing the 

	

21 	Carson City Appeal, jw:y 26, 1912. at 4, eel .3i. Despite the opposition of the Nevada Bar 

	

22 	Association and the American Bar Association, Nevada voters overwhelmingly approved amending 

the constitution to allow the re...an u;. - "reis, ,cry public officer." Ia. (citing Secretary of State (William 

ti 	,S%,k,ack limner), p,)tificoi trisfou 	A(,.1 ,;:,06,, , (Carson City: State Printing Office, 1986) at 262). 

6 
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1 	.cortaidering the plain and unambiguOus.:/anguage of Article 2, Section 9,„aS well as the relevant 

history Surf undma the passage of the recall amendment in 1912, the Court finds the term lejvcry 

3 	pal:die of 4..s.17 used in the article includes judges and the article permits voters to tet,ad a 

:4 	The Court now turns to Plaintiff's contention that the legislature and voters in approying 

5 
	

Article 6, Section 21 al976, creating the Nevada (.'onirnission on Judicial Discipline, either 

6 	intended to limit the removal of judges to proceeding brought under the auspices of the Commission, 

	

7 	or utherwis:':. enacted a constitutional amendment inconsistent with Article 2, Section 9 and, 

	

8 	consequently, superseding it. Rea n. 	'ist Reno, 76 Nev 483, 357 P.2d 585, 587 (1960) (if 

provisions of the Constitution are inconsistent with each other, the 1 -,irtivision adopted later is 

	

10 	controll 

	

11 	Plaintiff initially contends Article 6, Section 21 of the Nevada Constitution, providing for 

	

1 1 	judicial discipline, was intended by the legislature and voters through its drafting and passage to be 

	

13 	the sole mechanism for removal of judges. ne ver, neither the language of the amendment nor the 

	

14 	ballot explanation provided at the time of its passage in 1976 express that Nevada's voters are giving 

up their right to recall their judges by approval of the amendment The legislature could have easily 

made such provisions in the amt.'ndinent's language to modify Article 2, Section 9, if that was its 

, 
intent, lithe k..guitature. and voters in 19"t6 intended by the passage of Article 6, Section 21 to 

18 	eliminate the right to recall judges; under Article 2. Section 9, this Court "would expect a direct state 

19 	and express language to that effect Srrie:iland r, Waymirv, 126 Nev. Adv. Op, 25, 235 P.ld at 611 

20 	(2010) (citing 3 Norman I. Singer & ID. Shambie Singer„ Siffizerland‘51kawory Consiructiort 58:3, 

21 	at 114-15 (7' 1' ed. 2008), Nowhere in the ballot explanation does it stiugest, much less clearly state, 

that voters in approving the amendment are modifying Article 2, Section 9, and surrendering their 

2.3 	right to recall Judges. Nevada Secretary of State, ‹.'onsfinnional Amendments in be Vnted Upon in 

24 
	

&ate of Nu l Oda or' Generui Dcciion, November 2 , 1 976.  at  16.17 (1976). 

9 

15 
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Theamendment creating he judi:ci.:41 .  Oisciptiaary eoramis.sion is not inconsistent with the 

constitutional provisions providing for recall of public officers. Article. 6, Section 21, like 

3 	impeachment as provided in Article 7, Section 2, provides for discipline of judgE: for misdemeanor 

	

4 	or malfeasance while in office. Article 2. Section 9, in providinu voters the right to recall a public 

officer, does not require any allegation of rzlitieW:,anC„ nonfeasance or malroaSaMe. AU that is 

demanded is the voters seeking recall of an official state a reason. "The merit of that reason as 

grounds for removal is for the electorate to deterntine,,, " Strich.clor v. Eighth Judicial Dist Court, 

8 	81 Nev. 629, 633 :  408 P.2d 239, 632 (1965). Cont. recall provides a separate basis 

	

9 	independent of the. disciplinary funcin:qi of the ludidal disciplinary commission to remove a judge. 

	

10 	As the Nevada Attorney General in his 1987 advisory opinion pointed out 

we are of the opinion that Nev, &Must, art. 6, sec. 21 is not applicable to our analysis of 
whether a district ,h.idge is a public officer subject to recall, since the provisions of art. 
2, sec. 9 and art. 6, sec 21 are not inconsistent See Rea v. City of Reno ;  76 Nev. 483, 
488, 357 P,2d 585 (1960). In contrast to a disciplinary action, there need not exist a 
good reason for recall of a public officer, nor is there a requirement that cause be 
shown. The merit of the recall petition is for the people to decide. Batchelor Eighth 
shAdicial Distritl Couri, 81 Nev. 67, 9, 408 P.2d2 9 0965). 

	

15 	1987 Nev. Op, Atty. Gen. No. 7 (Mardi 27, 1987). 

	

16 	Plairniffargues that NRS 1,440(1) clearly demonstrates that the legislature has interpreted 

	

17 	the amendment creating the Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline to eliminate the vqters' right 

	

18 	to recall judges. This section leads, The Commission has exclusive jurisdiction over the public 

	

19 	censure, removal involuntary retirement and other discipline of judges which is coextensive with its 

	

20 	jurisotchon over justices of the Supreme Court and must he exercised in the same manner and under 

the same rules." In lialver,Nonv. Itarticavtle.. 123 Nev. 245, 263, 163 P.3d 428, 441 (2007) the 

	

'7 7 
	

Nevada Supreme Court stated "julnder the Nevada Constitution, the judicial thscipline commission 

exercises exclusive jurisdiction over the formal discipline of judges which may include censure, 

	

24 	retrieval, and retirement.' NRS 1.440 only provides for the Cominission to have exclusive 

1 1 

12 

13 

14 



lard no over the "discipline" ofjudges. Likewise, in FielNer..,on. the Supreme Court stated only 

the judicial discipline commission has exclusive jurisdiction OVef the 'formal discipline' of judges., 

which could amount to removal ol the judge from his or her position. the voters' right to recall 

4 	extends to virtually any reason a sack:lent nomber of voters believes would justify removal of a 

public official'. Consequently, recall not definitively a ferm of "discipline'. Consequently, as 

6 	noted above, Article 6, Section 21 and NRS 1,449 are not inenil,cistont with the right to recall in 

7 	Article 2, Section 9, and neither limits the voters' right to recall judges. Moreover, the Nevada 

8 	Supreme Court in Haiver,vun seemed to recognize that the Commission does not possess the sole 

authority or means to remove a judge. In statinglujoder the Nevada Constitution, the Judicial 

10 	DISCipiltIC Commission exercises exclusive jurisdiction over the formal discipline of judges." the 

11 	Supreme Court provided a lengthy citation to Article 6, Section 21, and court cases discussing the 

concept of exclusive jurisdiction. but, then at the end of the citation added: -Bur see Nev. Const, art 

13 	2, 9; id. art, 7, § 	NRS 3.092 (providing for the voluntary retirement of district court judges for 

14 	permanent physical or mental incapacitation from performing the duties of office, regardless of 

I 	age)." Id n, 37. 

16 
	

Plaintiff argues 1uHk policy considerations support finding that judges should ROI be subject 

17 	to recall and put at risk of being influenced by public opinion and electoral pressures. Whether 

18 : judges should be subjetit to election and, eonsequi,mtly, subject to removal by 'vroler,,3 is a debate 

19 	various states have answered in different ways. Nevada voters have, on more than one occasion, 

20 	considered and rejected constitutional an 	pri ,,viding for the initial appointment of judges 

21 	with subsequent retention votes by the electorate. Nevada citizens. p' want the:right to elect 

their judges and their history also so oligly suggests they want be able to recall them, The Court 

23 	finds no reason to doubt the wisdom of Nevada citizens having the right to recall their judges. 

Nevada citizens: have not abused this privilege and this State's history demonstrates they appreciate 

12 
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1 	the sioilicance of this responsibility. As Plaintiff notes, in Nevada's I50-ycat history, voters have 

never recalled a judge.. Rather than demonstrate that judges shoulki not be subject to recall, this fact 

demonstrates Nevada voters are prudent and considerate in exercising their right to recall and not 

4 

	

	subject. to political whims and tlivolotis causes. Indeed, the approval of the recall petition in this 

:matter does not wean that Piaint.iiiudfl ultimately be recalled.. Voters will be asked to consider the 

6 	reasons for recalling Plaintiff and decide whether the reascnis are sufficient to recall her. Voters can 

7 
	reject or accept those reasons as they, in their insight, believe is right. This is their right under the 

8 	'Nevada Constitution and this Court sees no basis #.9 alter that because of tears of fi . ivolons political 

9 	winds, feats for which there are no factual basis. As the Supreme Court stated in liak*elor 

10 
	

'.Ali political power is inherent in the 'people. Government is instituted ibr the 
protection, security and benefit of the people; and they have the right to alter or reform 
the same whenever the public good may require it,' Nevada Constitution, Art 1, § 2.. in 
theory, a public officer need not [bar recall if the reason given therehar is frivolous. In 

12 

	

	such case the required number of signatures on the petition to throe an election should 
not be obtained and, if perchance, the required number of signatures is obtained, an 

13 

	

	
intelligent, informed electorate reading the reason printed on the ballot as required, will 
not .vote to recall him: Our governmental scheme dignifies the people; a treasured 

14 

	

	
heritage, indeed, The provision for recall is but one example. We shall not intrude upon 
the people's prerogative. 

15 

16 	The Court denies and dismisses Plaintiffs Petition/Complaint seeking a declaratory .  

1-7 	judgment that judicial officers are not subieet to recall pursuant to Article 2, Section :9 of the Nevada 

18 	Constitution, and it finds judges are public Officers subject to recall under the provision of that 

19 	section. C onsequently- , the Court denies Plaintiff's PeationNotion for injunction to stop the 	.1 

20 
	Petition of judge Ramsey. Farther, the Court  	Plaintiff s first cause of action of her 

21 
	

Complaint which contends she is rtot subject to recall under NRS 306.020 because the term 'public 

22 	official -  does- not include judges. The Court finds NRS 306.020 was passed -to aid in implementing 

23 	the voters' right to recall pursuant to Article 2, Section 9, and the term leivery public official' used 

2.4 	in NRS 306.020 does include judges as subject to recall, 

RiC JafiN&ON 
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„SECOND AND THIRD CAUSES  OF ACTION 

Plaintiff in her Second Cause of Action makes the followinv assertions: I ) 2,549 signers of 

the petitions failed to provide their addresses as required by NRS $06,020(3)(a): 2) 102 signers of 

the petitions .faded to include a date it was signed as required by NR.S 306.020(3)(a); over 295 

signatures on the petitions are dupliceti's ,c and should not be counted under NR.S 306.020(3)(a); and 

41 the petitions include over 295 instances where one person signed for multiple persons in a. 

household and those signatures should not be counted under -NRS 306,020(3)(a). in Plaintiff's Third 

C a1,1Se: of Action, she asserts the words -Recall Petition" are not in 10 pt bold type above at least 40 

of the signatures on the petitions. 

A. Substantial Compliance with the Recall Petition Statutes 

At the hearing on this maner on June 29, 2015, Plaintiff did not provide any listing or 

tabulation of specific signatures she challenged for any of the alleged inadequacies noted above. 

The Court tb und its own rev iew o f th e  pe titi ons it was the rare exception when a signature was not 

14 	accompanied by a signer's address. The Court inquired of .Plaintiirs counsel hok.s ,  Judge Ramsey 

determined 2,549 of the signers of the petition failed to include their adthess. Plnintiffs counsel in 

16 	response explained that generally the signers' addresses did not include their zip codes and Plaintiff 

treated such addresses as incomplete, This Court finds a signer's failure. to include a zip code did 

not invalidate his or her addre ss, the statute only requires the address of the signer and does not 

I t) 	specifically require the providing of a zip code. A zip code is a postal code used by the U.S, Post:M 

20 	Service to enhance its ability to quickly route mail to the areas where they should be delivered. 

Even if a letter does nor include a zip code, the U.S. Postai Service will deliver the mail to the 

address on the letter, the 	purpos,-L' in requiring an address is to assist the Election 

23 
f')aintiff incourctiy 0ites NRS 306,02f45)RN. iowevcr, ;hot s<..ction coriverDS 	inc.iwiion, on thc peti t ion of thc. daze 

24 	ite -,,otio0 of imeth to rE001) 	fikd NRS 1, 06 02(.:(C)(a .  coocems the rcquiremenIth -at the signet include the (Igo he or 
she sighs the pchtion 

6. 

7 

9  II 

1 

11 

12 

13 

18 
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Department in identifying the person who signed the. petition and determining if he or she was a 

registered voter in the proper district. This purpose is accomplished by a signer providing his or her 

street address and no need exists Ibr the signer to include a v.ip code. Plaintiff at the hearing 

4 

	

	introduced no other evidence or made any other argument concerning the failure of signers to 

provide then addresses. The Court finds Plaintiff's challenge to the petitions is not substantiated, 

Likewise, at the hearing, the Court asked tiffs counsel to explain his challenge that 40 

signatures did not has:: the words 'Recall Petition in 10 pt bold type immediately above them. 

Counsel explained Plaintiff had found a number of signatures where the signers had signed in the 

space designated for "Print Your Name' and then printed their names in the space designated for 

10 signature, Counsel argued, because the words "Recall Petition" were printed on the petition form at 

the top of each space on the form designated for signature and the space for "Print Your Name' was 

located on the form above the space: For signature, when a signer signed in the "Print Your Name" 

13 	space, the words "Recall Petition" were not immediately above his or her signature. 

14 	Plaintiff called Mark Preosen, a private investigator she hired to review the petitions in this 

I S 	matter. Mr. Preesa testitied he had i-evicwed the petitions and Found 117 instances whore the signer 

16 	had failed to include the date he or she signed the petition and124 occasions where the signer had 

7 	dated the petition in the wrong location, Defendants in turn railed Monica Eiscranan who was a 

18 1,1 supervisor of the verification of random sample signatures. She testified that in verifying a signature 

15 	where a date was not included, the Clark Counts Election Department employees would look at 

20 	surrounding signatures and thQ date or dates they +vc re signed to determine the approximate missing 

21 	date. 

31 	in Cleland 1 ,, il'..12/11 ,./hthc;W Des0 .1,1 (Awri, 92 Nev, 454, 552 P.:2d 488, 489 -90 (1976), 

23 	public official subject lo a recall netinon challenged the petition, claiming n did not smelly adhere to 

24 	the requirements of NRS enaptei 306. he Nevada Supreme Court noted it had previously held that 

An4NSON 
i 
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"recall statutes should be liberally construed with a view toward promoting the purpose for which 

they are enacted." Id The high Court concluded: "We find the rule of substantial compliance best 

3 furthers this purpose arid is apposite to the determination of sufficiency and validity of petitions here 

involved:-  Id The Nevada Supreme Court has sithsequently reaffirmed this standard m Wevud(ms 

fir Alepoda vfleers, 122 N . 30, 142 l'.3d 339 12006), where the Court stated a substantial 

compliance standard is generally applied to iIatinory requirements, and in Los Vegas Convention 

	

7 	and Visitor Authority r. 	, 124 Nev. 669, 191 1) .3d 1138, 1146-47 (2008), where the Court 

	

8 	again held it looked for substantial compliance with a statutory requirement in the election context, 

	

9 	stating "a substantial compliance standard accords proper delselence to the people's initiative power. 

plaintiff introduced no 'testimony or other evidence identifying the signatures on the petitions 

	

11 	which were above, rather than immediately below, the words "Recall Petition." Regardless, this 

	

12 	Court finds those individuals who signed the petitions and who inadvertently placed their signatures 

	

13 	hi the 'box for 'Print Your Naine,." and, consequently, immediately above the words 'Recall 

14 H Petition" in 10 pt bold print were in substantial compliance with statutory r equirements. The 

	

15 	purpose of the requirement is to ensure the individual signing .the petition understands his or her 

	

1( 	signature is being placed on a recall petition. The words "Recall Petition" are in large print at the 

17 h. top of every page of the petition ...arid are repeated .in every signature box on the page, As noted 

	

18 . 	.above, the words. are just below the signature of.a person who signs in the "Print YOUT Name space, 

19 k Consequently, the Court has little doubt the signers aid. understand they were signing a recall 

	

20 	petition... 

This Court also finds that Election .Department .einplOyeeii.acted properly when they used 

surrounding signatures: with dates on the petition to determine the date of signing. for a...person who 

signed without including .  a date. N.RS 306.01 lf .3.). provides after giving notice of intent to Circulate a 

	

24 	pennon tor recall., those leading the i'eettll effort have 90 .days to .c011ect the 'necessary number ni 

K'RIC t NSUN 
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signa ores, This ‘,sindok ,,,,  of time to obtain signatures - serves to .ffn.ify elected officials of the 

relevant time periods involved and discourages. frivolous and harassing petitions," Citizens Pr 

1-1Pnew Govemineni v. Heller, 116 Nev, 939, 11 P.3d 121, 127 (2000). This statutory 

provision and as underlying purpose are met when Election Department officials through reasonable 

and reliable means oar: determine the approximate date a voter has -sic4ned a petition and if the voter 

signed within the 90 day period for collecting signatures. The Court finds a petition signer who 

inadvertently fails to date his or her signature subc.:,mntially complies with the statute and its purpose. 

> 	when it cart be reasonably determine the approximate .date of signing. 

Sufficiency and i\ceuracs of  Random Sample,. V el if icati on 

I p 	 hile Plaintiff did not specifically challenge in her complaint the adequacy of the random 

11 	sample process to statistically determine the number of valid signatures gathered in the petition, she 

12 
	did make several assertions is her Complain; that the random .sample process failed 	statistically 

13 	identitv large numbers of invalid signatures. At the hearing, Plaintiffs counsel directly challenged 

14 	the adequacy of the random sample process to accurately determine the number of valid signatures 

and requested a verification of all si. ,,mattives on the petitions. 

NRS 306,035(2) and NRS 2;93.1276-2911279 allows the Election Department to use a 

17 	statistical sampling procedure to determine the number of valid signatures on a petition and the 

18 	Nevada Secretary. of State rnay certify a recall election on the basis of such a sampling. The 
li 

19
11   1 Election Department is required to poll an entirely random selection of 500 signatures or 5 percent l i 

20 	of all signatures, wh ic hever i s l arger. l'o r , en
.
lI cali on ,  Bo th M

,
s- nl wnrnan and Regi strar  of Voter' t.,s 

21 	Joseph Gloria testified this random selection is done through use of a comptner program which 

22 	ensures the consideration of each signature WA the petition for selection to the . random sample. The 

Nevada Supreme Court has found the use of the random sample procedure to be accurate and 

constitutional as it "clearly creates a more efficient, less costly and less lime-consuming proces,i 
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that "'aids in the operation of the recall right," (.`iuzi,? -ns "Or Hones( &Responsible Go 	cal v. 

2 

	

	Heller, 116 .Nev, 939., 11 .V.3d at 128 (quoting Nev, Const. Art, 2, Sec. 9). .ln Cirizews fio Ho.  ne.0 

Responsible Goyernment, the high Court commented the process appears to be accurate. The Court 

4 noted the case ifiV0hed the verification of E. \A:0 petitions, the first of which the Secretary .  of 'State had 

ordered be fully verified. In looking at the random sample statistical determination of invalid 

signatures against the actual hill verification of the petition, the Court found the statistical sampling 

was accurate to within 0.25 percent of the actual number of verified signatures. The Court noted, 

8 	"[Otis small discrepancy is indicative of the sampling procedure's reliability and rebuts any 

9 	insinuation that an individual's vote might he overlooked by the procedure?' Id. in he instant 

10 	mater, the Clark County Flection Department drew 500 signatures thr the. sample because of the 

lrw number of Slgnalwvs on the petitions. .1 ' .his number represented approximately 18 percent of all 

12 	signatures, touch higher than the 5 percent required for petitions with a. larger numlvr of signatures. 

13 	Consequently, as Mr. Gloria explained in his testimony :  the size of the sample insured greater 

14 	accuracy than in a case with only a 5 percent sampling. This Court, in considering Plaintiffs 

15 	challenges to the accuracy of the random sampling in .this case finds Judge Ramsey has failed to 

16 	present evidence showing the sample failed to accurately determine the statistical occurrence of I 

17 
	

invalid signatures. 

Plaintiff asserts that a huge number ot' duplicate signatures are on the petitions beyond the 

19 	statistical number picked up in the random sampling,. Plaintiff claims at least 174 people signed the 

petitions two or more times, r SLtltmgt aN)Ili 184 duplicate signatures being invalid: The oraY 

21 
	evidence Plaintiff submitted as to the namber of duplicate ,;ignattires was the testimony of Mr, 

Preirsch, who counsel represeritcd had inn& no report concerning his review of the petitions and was 

only going to reference his notes from the review, In response to Plaintirrs cotmsel':ii question on 

	

, 	 , 	 , 	. , 24 p 	"mu you find or (311.1 	 SOMehOCIV 	 w h o 	snYnot multiple times, the • 
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same signature on the 	or different petitions"., Mr. Preusch answered "Yeah, .there were 3.56 

tlames," On finTher questioiling o the .Court concerning. his answer .about .duplicate signature, the 

3 	witness stated 'So 356 nconle that had signed the petit :ion. had also ',signed one of the other .petitions 

4 	aswell.„'? The, Court then asked "Again, you didn't .keep any list or notations as to which ones you 

.found?' The witness responded 	Counsel for Defendant City of .Nnrth. Las Vegas .asked 

&Mow-up questimv 	ns6 1 not clear with respect to the 356. Was it witness' teStii -ttOrty that then 

there's approximately 1.80 cx mples where there's duplicates and that comes up to the 356 .  number, 

or are we suggesting that there are actually — how many would you say, of the 356, would actually 

9 	need to be removed is what I'm 	 I he witness responded. "Jeez., you know, 1 couldn't answer 

10 	that. We'd really have to go through each one again and come up with that tabulation." 

11 	Subsequently after the June 29, 2015 hearing, the Court determined it would like further 

12 	information from Mr_ Preuelt as to how he calculated the numbers he gave in his testimony. The 

13 	Court, on the morning of juiy 1, 2015, had his staff contact Plaintiff's counsel to have Mr. Preuseh 

14 	available to participate in the July 2, 2015, hearing, either in person or by telephone and to bring all 

15 	materials and notes he relied orlon in his icview of the petitions, On 'July 2, 2015, at 1:00 p.m., 

16 	Plaintiff's counsel represented his office had been unable to make any contact with Mr. PTCUSCI1 in 

17 	the approximate 27 hours since uie Court had requested his participation, However, Plaintiffs 

18 	counsel produced 	sets of tabulations he represented the witness had relied upon in making his 

19 	determinations of sit4nature challenges for his testimony. Counsel stated that friends of the Plaintiff 

20 	had actually reviewed the petitions and made the lists and Mr. Prensch had been asked to review the 

lists against the petitions to ensure 	Were ilecurak% Couri:;:ei did not disclose the detailed lists 

Y> 

	

	
Mr. Preusch purportedly used to conduct his investigation prior to witness' testimony, despite being 

asked on Monday if the witness had done any report as to how he compiled his tabulations or 

24 	identified the challenged signatures. Counsel simply stated the witnesF, did nc..t prepare a report, but 

sr: 
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made no mention of the four tabulation lists, Mr. Preuseh in his testimony made no mention of 

being given the •tabulation lists or using thin in his review of the petittOns, testifying he was • 

3 	'requested to do acoinprehensive review ..of •all of the signatures, the •petitions. 	Despite. being 

4 	asked. on .at  least • thr•ce occasions if 	did any tabulation or -  had :anything which would identify the 

signatures about which he was chidlenging„..Mr.. Preus...:b. at no time mentioned the tabulation lists 

that according; to Plaintills. counsel had been provided to him to cheek against the petitions. 

Plaintiff's counsel, provided the Court with. copies of the l'Our tabidation lists but noscr offered them 

It 	into evidence.. 

In response to Mr.. Prettsch.'s testimony concerning. duplicate Signatures, .Defendant 

I0 
	

Committee Members. offered the testimony of Ms, Lauren Pantina, Ms. Paglina testified she was a 

it 	Summer Law Clerk. at Defendants' counsel's law firm and had started reviewing the petition 

signatures to determine possible duplicates. She explained she did this bv entering the names from 

13 
	

the petitions into a database Z.4 iphaheticauiytc. identity possible duplicate signatures to compare. She 

14 	testified s le had been able to no through approximately 1,100 signatures hefore the hearing, and had 

IS 	identified 16 duplicate signatures. 

16 	While neither patty's ;,Yitnesses offered any tabulation identifying the duplicate signatures 

17 	that they had identified for the Court to consider as part of the evidence on this issue, this Court 

18 	finds the testimony of' Ms Pai, lina more credible in terms of evaluating the signatures fm duplicates. 

19 	Ms.. Paglina was able to esplain the process she used to identify possible duplicate signatures which 

20 	reasonably included entering the signatures from the petitions in a database alphabetically to identify 

21 	signatures to compare and determine if they appeared duplicative. 'ibis contrasts to ME Preuseh's 

22 	testimony in which he had diffieulty articulating how he went about making his tabulations. The 

23 	Court is also troubled by what it finds as Mr. Preuseb's questionabie candor in failim4 to mention he 

was provided with tabulation lists others bad compiled for bun to use to look and compare specific 
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signatures to challenge, Additionally, Ms, Paglina's statistical tabulation of 16 duplicates in 

approximately 1,100 signatures, 1,4 percent, is consistent witb the statistical occurrence of 

duplicates in the random sample of .4 percent, 

4 t 	Finally, even accepting Plaintiff's contention that the random sample resulted M a significant 

statistically deA, lation from the actual number of duplicates in all the petitions, the removal of the 

6 1,1 signatures plaintiff ohallengc.s would nor bring the petition below the number needed for recall. 

7 	Plaintiff challenges 184 slat -lila-tires as d: inl;ome of thcr qh ,r-tureo in the per1tions. Removing from 

8 	this number. 38 signatures that the random sample already identified and subtracted from the total 

9 	number of signatures (1,4% or 2717 is 38), and removing the remaining 146 challenged signature 

10 	from the 2„28 signatures the random sample validated results M 2,136 remaining. Consequently, 

11 	the Court finds that Plaintiffs challenge to the accuracy of the, random sample based on her 

12 11 contention of additional duplicate signatures does not undermine the use of the random sample in 

13 N this case. 

1 it 	Plaint 	in her Complaint contends the petitions contain 295 signatures signed by other 

members of a household and should not be counted. However, Mr, Preusch teshed that while he 

16 1 obsf.,:,Tved occasions ;.here ho saw signatures which he believed were possibly signed by only -  one 

17 	member of a household, he did not "rectal" how many time he saw such occurrences, He .admitted 

18 	he did not document that number and just remembered seeing that -at least one or a couple times.' 

19 " Plaintiff's counsel did provide as one of the four tabulations Own to the Court on July 2, 2015, a 

'No 	compilation represented to "demi fy signatures signed 	other members of a household, However, 

Plaintiff did not seek to authenticate or admit the tabulation. Left with Mr. Preusch's testimony that 

he noticed this occurring one or two times in the petitions., the Court finds no evidentiary basis for 

Plaintiff's contention the random sample in this matter failed to accurately determine the statistical 

24 	occurrence. of signatures signed by other members of a househnid, 

rAIC JWINSON 
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Plaintiff did not raise in her Complaint the issue whether the random sample failed to 

accurately determine the statistical occurrence of signatures by people who were not registered to 

vote. At the hearing, Mr. Preusch testified 292 people who had signed the petition were not on the 

list of registered voters for the 2011 General Electiotg. On cross•examination, Mr. Preusch when 

asked if he made any tabtdation of the names of signers who were not registered to vote, stated, "No, 

6 I 1 did not,' And when asked if he had anything with him right now t.C. "show f,he Court where the 

names came from, -  Mr. Prensch answered, "I do not." Plaintiff s counsel on July 2, '2015, gave the -7 

	

8 	Court a tabulation he identified as having been made by Plaintiffs friends which indicated 295 

s 9 	signatures were from - Persons Nm on Voter List From June 7, Mil NLV General 'Election," 

	

10 	Neither Mr, Preuseh, nor 13tiinti fy:;; counsel es pressed or defined what they meant by "not registered 

	

11 	voters" or -Persons Not on Vot er  Li st Fmm June  7, 2011 Nii.V General Elections" Significantly, 

	

12 	the Clark County Election Department in its review of the randoni sample exch.ded 57 signatures for 

	

13 	having not voted in the 2011 General Uection, having an address change, being in the wrong district 

	

14 	or district invalid and not being registered. "I hose categories would seem to he encompassed in the 

	

15 	general scope of -Persons Not on Voter List." the number of 295 names Plaintiff challenges 

	

16 	constitutes 10.9 percent of the total signatures. the 57 names the Election Department invalidated 

	

17 	from the random swnple due to registration problems constitute 11 4 percent of the random sample 

	

18 	of 500. Plaintiff fails to establish any basis to believe the random sample failed to accurately 

	

19 	determine the statistical occurrence of signatures that should be excluded for registration and voting 

	

20 	problems. 

	

21 	During, the hearing, Plaintiff's counsel questioned Mr, Gloria, Ms Eiserrman and Ms. Paglina 

about specific instances of ‘vhat counsel perceived as possible duplicate signatures as well as other 

possible invalid signatures which were not pad of the random sample and several instances whore. 

	

24 	counsel believed certain signatures shou l d not have included in the sample, 'The Court finds these 
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limited number of instances as unpersuasive in that such incidents should statistically be picked up 

and .exclu:d.ed through the .statistical :d:ctermination of valid signatures in the random sample. 

3' I plaintiffs :counsel also 'questioned Mr. Gloria about why certain information on the Electiori 

Departments random sample detail list .  did not match certain information on The petitions, Mr.. 

Gloria .explained the cail ihct was essentially an interni.0 :tioeurnent used to assist Fleet:on 

Department officials in the validation of the signatures in the sample... Mr. Gloria gave a number of 

7j explartatinns for .theSe variations which the .0:ma—finds: reasonable :and does pot undeanine the: 

.8 I integrity .of the y.erifieation prix.ess, 

9 	 P 	tuftsRepreaentarives.„ 	't nesS.. cr1.11rttatiOrt 

10 
	

Although not raked as a cause cif action in her Cornplaint„ Pliiiintiff at the hearing on June 29, 

2015, elicited testimony . -  suggesting the Election Depiiixtritent may have. provided incorreet. 

12.  . infarmation as to. when 	verification of signatures was :going to occur, and, consequently, 

efibctively precluded Plaintiff or her rrtftresentative from watching the verification proeess. NRS. 

14 11 293,1277(8) provides the public official who is the subject of the recall must he allowed to witness 

I 	4  thi, verification rir -wess, On Rale 29„ 2013, Johrniy ,1ackson testified for the P1aintiff He stated 1 -ie 

16 
	was a supporter of the Plaintiff and was present on Thursday, May 28, 2015, when the Committee 

17 	seeking the judge's reeall presented di6r petitions at the City of rs'Ortli Las Vegas Clerk's Office, 

18 il He spoke to a WOnlan in the City Clerk's Office that day and was told the petitions were going to be 

19 	transported to the •Clark County Rettistrar of Voters that :afternoon or the next day,. On :o-oss--. 

20 	examination, Mr. Jackson stated he knew the petitions were. being tak.en to the Regi.$4-41:- . the 

.verifici- tior.,, and that it was an 	piA.4ctd. process. 1\1"r„Itteksriti slated that on Friday. May 29. .2015,. 

after discu ssing the situa ion with the Plaintiff, he went  .to the Flection Department.atapproximately 

73 	200 paw and eventually spoke to NU. .Gloria. Mn. Jae.ki'Jri alleged he asked about the verification 

2.4 	proeei3. s and Mr. (iloria told hin7i thin the: Ejection 1'.)epartrneni.:followed the.NRS, :Ati:cording. to Mr: 

21 
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Jacks:on, he asked for a copy of the petition and to witness the verification, Mr. Gloria told him to 

put his request M writing and stated the verification would start in one or two days. Mr. Jackson 

said he subsequently sent an email to Mn Gloria requesting a copy and to witness the verification, 

1-k also testified he sent an email to the Plaintiff documenting what happened on May 29, 2015, 

including that he had been told by Mr. Gioria the verit1cation process would start in one or two .days, 

Mr, Jackson testified that on Monday, June 1. 2015, Plaintiff tbrwarded him an email she had 

7 received from the City of North Las Vegas Clerk stating the verification process would begin at MO 

am. .Mr„Tackson said he arrived about 9:20 .a,m, On arriving. he perceived the process had actually 

started h,efore be arrived. He said he was allowed to witness the process, but. felt the Election 

10 	Department employees were not randomly selecting signatures but were looking fbr certain 

11 	signatures which he alleged as ,L1.)rning from areas of North I.,as Vegas which favored her opponent 

in the last election. He explained he had expected the employees would be given instructions such 

13 	as verify signature 7 on every fourth petition and then go through the stack of petitions again and 

14 	look at the one above or below that. Mkt the June 29, 2015 hearing, the court requested Mr. 

15 
	

Jackson annear at the continuation of the hearing on July 2. 2015.and to bring the entails he had 

referenced in his testimony. On july 2. 2015, Mr. Jackson produced the mails showing he had 

forwarded an email to Mr. Ciloria at approximately 3:13 p.m. on May 29, 2Q15, requesting the 

18 	petition copy and to witness the verification process. He also sent rut email to approximately 3:58 

19 	p.m. to Plaintiff indicating he went t the County Offices at 1t15 p.m. and was told the verification 

20 	process had started. TAL Jackson in his entail indicated he complained why the . Plaintiff was not told 

21 	the verification process would start that day and he was put in telephone contact with Mr, Gloria. 

Mr. Gloria tOld him they had started the verification of signatures and Mr. Jackson asked Mr. Gloria 

23 	for a petition copy. He also asked 	they wet e going to veri.fy every signature on the petitions to 

24 	which Mr. Gloria said that the Departinent follows the NRS„According to Mr. Jackson in his email, 

fe 
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Mr, Gloria saki he did not do anything over the phone arid requested an email as to what Mr, 

Jackson wanted. Mr. Gloria also told Mr. Jackson the • ,,,,trilication process would be done by 

	

3 	Monday. Significantly, Mr. Jackson made no mention in his email that Mr. Gloria ha.d told him the 

	

4 	verification process. would begin in -one or two days." 

	

5 
	

Mr. Gloria testified he did speak with Mr, Jackson by telephone on May 29, 2015. 

	

6 	Gloria iralkiazcd that he renunithered telling Mr. Jackson to put in writing his requests for a -petition 

'7 copy and to view the verification process. Mr, Gloria expressed he would not have denied a 

representative from viewing the verification, Mr. Gloria stated the first part of the verification 

	

9 	process started at 8:50 a.m. on May 29, 2015 and ended by approximately 1;50 p.m. that day. 

	

10 	Ms. Ane'401;ria testified by phone on July 2, 2015„ explaining that on Thursday, May 28, 2015, 

	

11 	she sent a letter by express mail and by email to Plaintiff, stating the recall petition had been 

	

12 	presented and was being sent to the Election Department to start the raw count which needed to be 

	

13 	completed within four business days, She received no response back from the Plaintiff Ms. 

	

14 	Andolina. testified on June 29, 2015 that, on Monday, June 1, 2015, at 5:55 am,, tihe sent the 

	

15 	Plaintiff another email, stating the verification process would start at 9:30 aln, that morning, 

	

16 	Ms. Eisenman testified on June 29, 2015 that she believed the second half of the verification 

	

17 	process started Monday at 9:30 an., hut possibly 9:00 am. She remembered Mr Jackson showing 

	

18 	up five to ten minutes after the process started, 

	

19 	Plaintiff Also called Dan Bordish as a witness on July 2, 2015. Mr. Burdish said he was 

	

20 	assisting Plaintiff and her counsel on Friday. May 29, 2015, and overheard Plaintiff state her 

	

21 	representatives had been denied the opportunity t o v i ew  the ver ifi cati on, mr, B-urdi sh said he called 

Mr. Gloria about 4:30 pin and said he understood Plaintiff's representatives had been denied the 

opportunity to review die verification. Ple testified Mr. (iloriti said he was unaware of anyone being 

denied the chance to view the. .verificanon. Mr. Burdish offered to come down that day to view the 

1 
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process, but Mr. Gloria said that it laid concluded for the day. On Monday, Mr, Einrdish received a 

call that the .verilication prOCCSS was going to he 	about. 9!00 or 930 a.m. He stated he went to the 

	

3 
	

"Election Department, arriving five or ten minutes late. He said the Election Department employee: 

cooperated with him viewing the process and he testified to no irregularities, 

	

5 
	

Mr. Gloria and Ms. Andollna testified they never sent specific notice to Plaintiff as to when 

	

6 	the verification process was goine to start on Friday, May 29, 2015, Ms, Andolina did send Plaintiff " 

	

7 	notice by email of the starling time or the- verification process on Monday, June -1, 2015. 

	

8 	NRS 293,1277(8), which provides that the public office subject to recall must be allowed to 

	

9 	witness the verification process, does not provide for any prior specific notice to th'e public official 

	

10 	giving a date and time when the process will occur. Nevada Administrative Code 306..023 does 

	

11 	require the "filing officer with whom a public officer to be recoiled filed his or her declaration of 

	

"12 	candidacy shall ac.n.ify that public officer, in writing, within 2 days after a petition to recall a public 

	

13 	officer is filed . . ." Ms, Barbara Andolina, City of North Las Vas Clerk, testified she followed 

	

€4 	the Code the day the petition :vas tiled on Thursday, May 28, 2015, both by express mail and by 

	

15 	entail. Going beyond what is NI:pined by the Code, Ms. Andolina also noted in her letter the petition 

	

16 	was being forwarded to the Registrar of Voters to begin the raw count process which needed to be 

	

17 	done in four working days. She testified that she did not hear further from Plaintiff. 

	

18 	Plaintiff was aware of the. pottion filing on Thursday. May 28. :  2015„ as Mr. Jackson, one of 

	

19 	her representatives, was present at the City of North f..as Veg,as Clerk's office when it was -filed. Ms. 

	

70 	Andolina also sent an email to Plaintiff with the notice required by NAC 306.023 later that same 

day. Plaintiff obviously was receiving Ms. Andolina's entails as She forwarded Ms, Andolina's June 

1, 2015 email with the start of the Monday verification time to Mr. Jackson. Plaintiff presented no 

evidence she in any way inquired directly or through a representative about the verification process 

	

24 	until approximately 1:15 p.,m the nest day, Friday. May 29. 2015, when Mr. Jackson went to the 
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(.'ounty offices, By then, the raw count and the verification had been ongoing since 8:50 a_in, 

Jackson subsequeililY spoke by telephone nh ttlr Olorin. This would bal; ,e been approximately the 

time according to Mn. Cdor,a when the Election Department was completing the first part of the 

verification process at about 1:50 p.m, 

The Court will not toad into NRS 293,1277 a specific notice provision. The statute only 

provides that the public official subject to recall be allowed to view the verification process and 

makes no provision for notice or working with the public official to arrange a date and time for the 

official or his or her representative to be present. In this instance. Plaintiff was aware on Thursday, 

9 	May 28, 20i5 that the petition was filed and the proecs,-,:, fOr -verifying the Petition would commence 

10 	quickly. Plaintiff and her representatives took no step to reach out and determine how the Registrar 

11 	would specifica ll y move thrwatj on the process until 1:15 p.m, on Friday, May 29, 2015. Plaintiffs 

12 	representatives were allowed to view the process on Monday. There Is some issue as to whether the 

13 	Election Department started on the verification before the 910 a.m. start time provided in Ms. 

14 	Andolina's email to Plaintiff as Mr. Jackson contends that he got they about 9:20 a:al, and the 

15 	process had started, Howev r, the Cowl does not find any evidence to suggest the Election 

16 	Department sought to mistead Plaintiff as to the Stan time of verification. The Court also ,  finds the 

17 	Election Department starting rive lo ten minutes before Mr., jaek.sc.irt got there arid possibly before 

18 	the scheduled start time, did not materially hamper Mr. Jackson's or Mr. Burdish's abilities to 

19 	rneaiing.thily observe the verifiCation process.. Plaintiff does not suggest any speelfic prejudice 

20 	resulting from these missed few minutes. Both Mr. Gloria and Ms. Eiseriman testified that the 

verification process on Monday was essentiatly a repeat of the verification process on Friday as an 

auda to insure the accuracy of the process. Mr. Burdish testified that the Department fz.mployesz. 

23 	were cooporativc in allo 	i wing Phtntiffs repEesentatives to view the verification. The Court finds 

24 	that to the .extent .1_)laiintiff was prejudiced by her locket due dtligence in teaming the Election 
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Department's verification plans arid': by the speed the Eleetitin :Department started the verification :on 

May 29, 2015.. 	this prejudice :vvas largely :eliminated . by the Election Department's: essentially 

repeating the process from May 29, 2015 on June 1, 2015 as an audit to ensure accuracy. 

4 However_ this Court notes, with the time and speed the City Clerk's office and Registrar of 

Voters can now move through the verification process, presumably with new computer and other 

technology, a procedure or policy at the Election Department to email or telephone a public official 

or recall committee members prior to initiating the verification process and informing the official 

and members when the process will start would potentially avoid this issue in the future. The Court 

can foresee a situation W be re the process cou;J be completed so quickly an official might not get any 

10 	notice of its specific occurrence until it was over. se NRS 293,1277(5) (discussing verification if a 

I I 	county clerk sets up a process allowing citizens to vote 1. -.1y computer). if an official has the right to 

12 	observe, hut the process begins and ends so quickly that the official, even while exercising some 

13 	level of diligence_ has insufficient notice of the process to actually observe, the Court questions 

whether the official truly is allowed to observe as required under the statute. In this instance, 

however, the Court does not believe the facts present such a circumstance requiring the 

16 	consideration of the issue. 

17 	III, FOURTH  CAUSE OF ACT1QN 

I 8 	Pia:main her fourth cause of aetion alleges the petitions are insufficient as they arc not M 

19 	identical form and are not sequentially numbered as required by NRS 306 030(1). Plaintiff never 

20 	stated or presented evi:iknce at the heating as to what she meant by the petitions not being in 

21 	identical fo.Im. NRS 306.() 	ovides in pertinent part: "I 'be )etifion may consist of any number 

I t of copies which re identical in form with the orininal, except for the name of the county and the 
1,1 

Signatures and addresses of the residences i.$f the signers. The pages of the petition with the 

24 	signatures and of any copy must be consecutively numbered." The Court finds the petitions 

7,t 
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submitted were in identical tOrm except for the staiatures and addresses of the residences of the 

2 	signers. 

Pl(iintiffeentends the petitions tail to meet the statute's iminbering requirement as the 

.petitions as presented to the City Clerk were not sequentially numbered as a whole. Defendant 

Committee Members argue the statute only requires that the pages of each petition circulated by an 

I ndividual for sigziatures need to he sequentially numbered. They point out that the pages of each 

circulated petition which was submitted with the other petitions together as a group to the clerk were 

il numbered 1 to 4, 

Mr. Gloria stated that the Election Department considered the numbering system of the 

10 

	

	petitions submitted in this ease to meet the terms of Ole statute. Mr. Gloria explained that it would 

rn.possible in many instances, such as recalls of state officials or state ballot initiatives, to 

12 	circulate a single petition with consecutively numbered pages and obtain the necessary number of 

13 
	signature.s. The statute allows for separate petitions 10 he. eirculined and to he then presented as a 

14 	group, if each separate petition is sequennally numbered, then it meets the requirement of the 

statute. 

16 
	

The Court finds the Registrar of Voter's interpretation of NRS 306,030(1) to be a fair reading 

17 	of the statute, NRS 306,030(1) plainly allows a petition to consist of multiple copies of the petition 

18 	if they are ail in identical form. The stone requireit the "pages of the petition with the signatures 

19 	and of any copy must be concCutlk. ,4y numbered."lite Cottri, reads this as requtring the pages of 

each copy of the petition to he consecutively in:inhered, The Court finds this reading to meet the. 

objectives of the statute to ensure someone does not add additional piat2,,es to a petition copy 

disseminated and verified by a specific circulator, 

23 	tV, FlrfEl CAUSfit CI' ACTION 

24 
	

Plaintiff challenges six petitions (30, 50, 87, 117, 123 and 147) which she contends have 
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irregularities in the verifications done by circulators before notaries. On one petition, the notary 

printed her name and signed as notarizing, hat failed to include her notary stamp, on one the notary 

3 

	

	failed to prim her name on the line where she was to print her name and just placed her notary StaMp 

and signed as notarizing, and on ftior petitions the circulator or notary had failed to write "Clark" in 

5 

	

	the space for county name above the notarization. Mr. Gloria testified that the Eic,T.tion Department 

vvouid consider the petitiom whore the notary forgot to print his or her name and the name of 

7 	"Clark' county as being in substantial compliance with the statute requirement that the circulator 

8 	verify the Petitions before a notary. He eNpaineci the Election Department had enough information 

9 	to c.,.onetude that the notarintions were authentic As to the petition missing a notary stamp. Mr. 

10 	Gloria testified the Election Department would undertake research to determine if the person 

11 	identified as the notary was an actual notary at the time the petition was notarized. On examination 

12 	by Defendant Committee Members counsel, Mr. Gloria identified another petition signed by the 

13 	same notary which included a notary Nfamp, The Court finds these six petitions were in substantial 

14 	compliance with the statute and should be counted, 

15 	The eases 'Plaintiff cites in support of her cause of action. Fionnam v. Gill, 78 Nev. 337, 372 

16 	P„2d. 681 (1902) and Li,frk..iherg v. KOOlitS, 82, Nev, 360, 365, 418 P.2d 808 (1966), are inapplicable to 

17 	the facts presented here. .1"bese cases applied an earlier version of NRS 306.030 which provided that 

18 	every copy of a petition "shail he verified by at least one of the signers thereof.' Inc Court in those 

19 	cases was asked to determine the suffietency of petitions if the circulators who verified the petition 

20 
	were not also one of the ,tigners. NRS 300,030 has been amended to eliminate the requirement a 

21 
	circulator verifying a petition also be a signer on the petitioa. verified, 

V. SIXTH CAUSE  . F ACTION 

ha her Sixth Cause of AcTioa. Plaintiff asserts under NR.S 293,1278, the recall petition should 

24 	have failed to qualify because the licrwasage of 1,eriticd signatures from the random sample of ,50,0 
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signatures was only 84 percent. Platiunf contends N RS 293.1378 provides for a petition to be valid 

the percentage of valid signatt.itett from the random sample must be 90 percent or trreater. Plaintiff 

3 II thoroughly Misreads the staute. as to what the 90 percent .figure in the statute references and what 

the statute requires. 

NRS 293.1278(1) provides in pertinent part: If the certificates received by the Secretary of 

State from all the county clerks establish that the number of valid signatures is less than 91) percent 

of the required number of registered voters, the petition shall be deemed to have failed to qualify, 

and the Secretary of State stbal1 immediately so 1101if,' the petitioners and the county clerks." This 

9 

	

	statute is referring to the nutither of valid signatures after the random sample has been reviewed, the 

statistical number of valid signatures determined and that percentage of valid signatures applied to 

11 
	

the total number of signatures obtained, in this ease, the random sample determined that 84 percent 

12 	of the signatures were valid. 7 his percentage was then applied to the total of 3717 signatures 

13 	submitted to determine the pen:ion cuntained 2,281 115 percent of the number needed. 

V1. SEVENTH CAUSE  OF  ACTION  

15 	Plaintiff in her seventh cause of action challenges the. receipt the City of North Las Vegas 

16 	Clerk gave to the Committee members submitting the petition. NRS 293.1.2758(1) provides: 

17 	 1, The county clerk shall issue a receipt to any person who submitsa petition for 

18 
	

the ,., crification ofsiananures or a pet iii, declaration of or acceptance of candidacy. 

19. 	The . reeeipt must :state-; 

0,0 The nUmber..ofdocurnents submitted; 

4 
	 (b) The number of p4g.;(.2 	document:: and 

.te,) The ntimber of si t  natures whieb the person .  declares are on the petition. 

Plaintiffnrgues .  that the. receipt .  provided to the comthiate .members9111-Y said "Aprroxintately 

. 24 	2,700" and did not give the exact .nnmberwthieli F' .1.iiintiff contends the .eterk•"innst:" do. fitywevef, 
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1 	the statute clearly states that the clerk is to include on the receipt the number of signatures that the 

person Subrnitting the nei inoh tieeintes are on the petition. Ms. Andolina testified the Committee 

	

3 	members presenting the petition told her there \cas approximately 2,700 signatures on the petition. 

rontlegnerttly, the Court finds this complies with the statute and the use by committee members of 

	

5 	an al-Troximate number did not undermine any purpose of the statute to ensure the integrity of the 

	

6 	recall process. 

VII. EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION  

Plaintiff in her last cause. of action contends that the "Remove Ramsey Now' Committee has 

accepted contributions above the amount it is allowed to accept pursuant to Article 2, Section 10 of 

	

10 	the Nevada Constiti),tion and NI S 294A. I 00. Article 2, Section 10 limits contributions by any 

	

11 	'artificial or natural pel:Nori -  to "the campa;git of any person for election to any office 	to S5,000 

for the primary and $5,000 for the general election. NRS 2.94A 100 provides that a person shall not 

	

1.3 
	make or comma to make a Contribution to a candidate for any office „ . in an amount which exceeds 

	

14 	$5,000 for the primary election 	and S5,000 for the general election „ 	NRS 294A,005 defines 

	

15 	a candidate as a person who -filC s a declaration of candidacy," - files an acceptance of candidacy," 

	

16 	"whose name appears on an official ballot at any eil‘Ction s' or ''received contributions in excess of 

	

17 	$100,' 

	

18 
	

Neither side raised or argued this issue at the hearing. The Court finds a committee for recall 

is not a person for election to an office under Article 2. Section 10. or an candidate for office under 

	

20 	NRS 294A.100., The  Court agrees with Defendant Conlin:nee Members' contention that a 

committee for recall pursuant to NRS 294A.006. is ''an orgaitiZal.iOn that (1) receives any 

	

e-■ 	 c„ontributions, makes any contributions to candidates or persons or makes any eKpenditures that are 

	

23 	designed to attect thc recall of a 3alAn: officer',. or (2) files a notice of intent i,f;.3 circulate the petition 

	

24 	for recall, Consequently. the Remove Ramsey Now Committee is not limited in the contributions it 

t 
4 .4. 
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receives by either Article 2, Section i0 or NR.S 294A„006, 

ORDER  

Aceorclin0y, based upon the..,thove findings and good cause appearing, iT N HEREBY 

ORDERED: 

	

5 	 Petindntiffs CcImph,.tim seeking declaratory relief deela.ring that judges may not 

he recalled under Articie 3, Secdon of' the Nevada. 'Coast tution is DENI .U.D; 

	

7 	2. Petitioner/Plaintift's Emergency Motion tOr Injunction is DENIED; 

	

8 	3, PetitioneriPlaintiff separate Complaint challenging the Recall Petition is DENIED,. 

	

9 	IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that aol sx•xmor tbu 0 days, .nOr more than 20 days after the 

date of this order, the City of North Las Vegas Clerk shall issue a call for a special election in the 

	

1. 	jurisdiction in which Petitioner/Plaintiff was elected to determine whether the people will recall 

Petitioner/Plaintiff:as a Municipal Court Judge: 

	

13 	DATED .this 	 dav ofluly, 201.5. 
..... 

	

15 
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